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CHET PIOTROWSKI JR./Photo editor 
Kaleb "K-Love" Searcy (left), Quentin L. Guy and Thaddeus Blue Searcy prepare to perform in the final round of the 
MasterCard Acts Talent Show after winning $1500 for top act in the Midwest regionsal semi-final round in Chicago. 
Rising stars 
K-Love & Blue named Best New Talent of the Midwest 
By DEANA POOLE 
Activities editor 
"We came in (to the competition) with a humble 
attitude," Guy said. "We knew a lot of groups would be 
there to perform." 
Three Eastern students have advanced to the finals of 
the MasterCard Acts Talent Show after winning first 
place during the Midwest Regional Semifinals. 
"I didn't expect to win ... we just tried our best," said 
Thaddeus Searcy, a freshman undecided major. 
Although they didn't expect to win, "K-Love & Blue" 
walked away with top honors and a check for $1,500. Thaddeus "Blue" Searcy and Kaleb "K-Love" Searcy, 
brothers who have been singing for their church since age 
7, and Quentin Guy, a graduate student who accompanies 
the group by piano, competed last week against 17 other 
acts from the Midwest. · 
"It was an extreme honor to be named as the Best New 
Talent of 1997 in the Midwest," Thaddeus Searcy said. 
Universities from Iowa, North Dakota, Indiana, 
By ROBERTA REWERS 
Staff writer 
American history did not begin in 1492 
with Christopher Columbus, but actually 
started in "pre-Col~mbian period" with the 
Native Americans said R. David Edmunds, 
a professor at Indiana University. 
Edmunds, a professor at Indiana 
University, spoke to an audience of more 
than 80 students, faculty and community 
members Wednesday afternoon about the 
,history of Native Americans. 
"Pre-Colombian cultures were far from 
the isolated backwaters as they were 
generally patterned," he said. "They were 
self-sufficient and civilized cultures." 
Edmunds also said most people thought 
Native Americans would not excel. 
See TALENT page 2 
vs. Indian." 
Edmunds said disease and environ-
mental factors played into the decrease of 
the Native American population. 
Edmunds said a tribe of 4,500 people 
was reduced to less than 200 when small 
pox. infested blankets that were traded 
among the Native Americans. 
The Native American population 
decreased further when tribes were forced 
to walk the Trail of Tears, he said. 
The 1960s J?rought an increase of public 
interest in Native Americans and a 
significant change in their population, 
Edmunds said. 
.. Since the 1960s, people have become 
more interested in ethnic minority and in a 
multicultural approach," Edmunds said. 
PAGE 12 
Student Senate 
takes first step 
for RSQ funding 
By MINDY BUYCK 
Student government editor 
The Student Senate Wednesday took the first 
step in allowing recognized student organizations 
to fund their events through the Apportionment 
Board. 
The senate struck an AB by.law which 
currently blocks student. org~uticm: :fundiri~ 
through the AB. 
The deleted bylaw contradicted the proposed 
bylaw change that would provide recognii;ed 
student organizations an opportunity to apply to 
the AB for program and event funding. 
AB Chair Lance Phillips said the deleted bylaw 
stopped the AB from moving forward with 
student organization funding. The bylaw stated 
the AB could not approve programming or 
activity funding that would detract from 
continuing programs or activities. 
The AB allocates activity fee money to the 
senate, the Division of Sports and Recreation, 
University Boar.d .. Dramatic Red'onnances and 
themselves: 
Senate member Colette Guerdet, the single 
vote against striking the bylaw, said funding 
student organizations would detract from the 
existing fee-funded boards. She said she would be 
in favor of a bylaw that would fund student 
organizations completely, not just certain 
programs. 
The senate tabled the AB bylaw addition so 
senate members could learn more about the 
budgeting process. 
Guerdet said she saw no need for the change 
because organizations can currently go through 
the senate or the UB to receive funding for events. 
_ Phillips said he believes if the program 
warrants funding, student organizations should be 
given the opportunity to host an event. He also 
said the bylaw would detract from the five fee-
funded boards that currently receive all the' 
student activity money. 
The bylaw change would also provide 
competition to challenge the UB to provide the 
best quality programming. 
See SENATE page 2 
"American Indians .were considered a 
~upporting cast in American history," 
Edmunds said. "Non-Indian people want 
Indian people to be fixed in time. Native 
American history was written as cowboy 
After people became more interested in 
Native Americans, the Indian population 
dramatically increased. 
"Native American population tripled," 
he said. "People were jumping on the 
CHET PIOTROWSKI JRJPhoto editor 
R. David Edmunds, an Indiana University professor, speaks out on Native American 
history. Fifty-five percent of Native American women living in urban areas will marry 
non-Native Americans, said Edmunds. 
See HISTORY page 2 
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Clinton Administration takes on 209 
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) - The 
Clinton administration went to court 
against Proposition 209 on 
Wednesday, arguing that the anti-affir-
mative action initiative violates the 
rights of women and minorities. 
The measure approved by California 
voters in November would outlaw 
racial and gender preferences in state 
and local government education, 
employment and contracting. 
Challenged by civil rights groups 
and opposed by President Clinton dur-
ing his re-election campaign, the mea-
sure has been blocked by a federal 
judge who said it would probably be 
found unconstitutional. 
And in a friend-of-the-court brief 
Wednesday, Justice Department 
lawyers David Flynn and Samuel 
Bagenstos told the 9th U.S. Circuit 
Court of Appe"als that U.S. District 
Judge Thelton Henderson "plainly got 
the law right." They cited two 
Supreme Court rulings: a 1969 deci-
sion overturning an Akron, Ohio, ordi-
nance that would have required a city-
wide vote on housing discrimination 
laws, and a 1982 case striking down a 
Washington state anti-busing initiative. 
The court said both measures placed 
unconstitutional political burdens on 
minorities, who benefited from the 
programs. 
"Under a straightforward applica-
tion of those precedents, Proposition 
209 is unconstitutional because it sin-
gles out racial and gender issues for 
unique treatment in the political pro-
cess and thereby burdens the enact-
ment of legislation designed to over-
come prejudice," the Justice 
Department said. 
While state and local governments 
are. free to repeal their own voluntary 
affirmative action programs, they an~ 
not free to outlaw all such programs 
and require women and minorities to 
circulate a new state constitution~! 
amendment to revive them, department 
lawyers said. 
By passing such a law, they said, 
"the majority has not merely won a 
political battle; it has altered the rules 
for all future politic al battles and 
thereby impermissibly entrenched its 
power." Gov. Pete Wilson criticized 
the Justice filing, saying "the Clinton 
administration now has the dubious 
distinction of being the first adminis-
tration since the enactment of the Civil 
rights Act of 1964 to contend that a 
law prohibiting all race- and gender-
based discrimination is itself unconsti-
tutional." The appeals court has set a 
hearing for Feb. 10. Supporters of the 
measure hope to suspend the judge's 
injunction and allow the initiative to 
take effect during legal challenges. 
Gun dealers decreasing in numbers 
WASHINGTON (AP) - Three years after toughening 
requirements for getting a gun dealer's license, the government 
says the number of federally licensed dealers has plummeted 
more than 57 percent - from 286,531 in 1993 to 124,286 early 
tl;iis month, the lowest level in 22 years. 
stepped up inspections of gun shops and started requiring appli-
cants to meet with inspectors. 
Far fewer applicants passed muster under the new policies. 
The current number of 124,286 dealers is the lowest since the 
ATF began keeping complete records on gun licenses in 1975. It 
is expected to fall to between 100,000 to 115,000 by the fall, 
when the first cycle of application renewals under the new 
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Mother stabs 
sons to death 
KERRVILLE, Texas (AP) - A housewife 
accused of stabbing her sons to death and then 
cutting herself to cover up the crime testified 
Wednesday that she \YOke up only after an 
intruder had ·repeatedly slashed her. 
Darlie Routier, 27, told police at the bloody 
scene that she fought off the intruder who had 
stabbed her two oldest boys and then disap-
peared. · 
But on the witness stand, she said she 
couldn't recall the fight, or for that matter, the 
stabbings of her sons, only feet away. 
"Do you really think you could have slept 
when a man cut your throat?" demanded prose-
cutor Toby Shook, sounding incredulous as he 
tried to shake her into admitting inconsistencies 
in her account. 
"I don't think so," she said finally. 
"I think if I lived to be 100, I wouldn't be 
able to tell you everything that happened that 
night," Mrs. Routier added. 
A defense psychiatrist has testified that trau-
matic amnesia prevents Mrs. Routier from 
reme_mbering the details. 
Prosecutors claim Mrs. Routier killed her two 
older sons because she was angry over money 
problems and the burdens of motherhood, then 
slashed herself jn an ,~tt11mp,t.;tQ, t~>0l ,poli,ce. 
They are seeking the death penalty. ' Requirements that gun sellers provide fingerprints and meet 
face-to-face with federal inspectors, as well as higher applica-
tion fees and more inspections of gun shops, have helped weed 
out people who used to obtain licenses even though they didn't 
operate legitimate gun stores, said Raymond Kelly, undersecre-
tary for enforcement at the Treasury Department. 
requirements will be complete. s EN AJ E 
In California, the number of gun dealers has fallen by 15,000 Ii 
in the last three years to 8,827. Texas has 9, 187 gun dealers from page one"""'"""'"'""'"' r' 
"Three years ago the United States was awash in what I call 
marginal federal firearms licensees," said Kelly, whose office 
oversees the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms. "Many 
of them were no more than kitchen table dealers." Many gun 
dealers chose not to renew their licenses under new application 
rules, said Kelly, a former New York city police chief. 
About 2,600 gun dealers volunteered to give up their licenses 
and 301 had their licenses revoked. 
In 1993, under a presidential directive, the ATF started requir-
, ing gun liceJ1Se .. ~p!i.c;ants to .give more information ~d show . 
they have a legitimate business. Fingerprints and photographs 
were gathered for criminal checks. The agency also raised fees 
for three-year licenses from $10 to $200, and for renewals from 
$10to $90. 
A 1994 law required applicants to promise to obey state and 
local laws. The Brady Law added a five-day waiting period and 
background check for handgun sales. At the same time, the ATF 
Wisconsin and Michigan were represented at the regional com-
petition held at the University of Illinois in Chicago. 
Record producers such as Dellmark, Alligator Records and 
Jam Productions were present during the competition. 
Kaleb Searcy, a sophomore speech communications major, 
said an agent approached them after their performance and said 
he "really liked (us) and 'I'll see you in Philadelphia."' 
The day after the competition, the group appeared on a talk 
show with Pat Schaffer and received other media coverage as 
well. 
"This is the biggest thing we've done in our life, musically," 
Thaddeus Searcy said. 
The group sang their own rendition of Ste~ie W<m~er's 
today, 11,000 fewer than it did in 1993. In Montana, 1,576 fewer I 
licenses were issued, bringing the state total down to 1,822. UB Chair Tom Ryan, who attended the senate ii 
"Fly-by-night gun traffickers no longer have the cover of fed- meeting, questioned other organizations' ability to 1) 
eral law to peddle their weapons," President Clinton said in a understand the budgeting process, especially con- 1 
statement. tracting. Ryan told the senate he feared some orga-
Gun control advocates applauded the news and said fewer nizations may get into trouble by signing a con-
bogus gun dealers are getting through system. tract they didn't understand. . 
"These were people who were gun owners masquerading as Phillips said although the details of the bylaw .~ 
gun dealers so they could buy guns at wholesale prices and have not all been worked out, all contracts would Ii 
order handguns interstate," said Bob Walker, w.e~id~~t .o~' '· UJ,~ly. paye to Pl'f .. appr~yfjd, b,Y,_Jh~);?JJ~ce,, gf ij 
Wasbington-basedHaIJclsu~<;:QntivL.I~,...,,,_-. , , . . , . '·,Student.Life, ·> . , .,,. ~.· ,,, , ., ,,~.,• ,.',.r, ' 
With fewer gun dealers, the ~ stands a better chance of Phillips said senate members need to become ~ 
making sure licensed dealers are legitimate, he said. more informed about the bylaw change and the ii 
"Their enforcement task was impossible," Walker said. "This budgeting process. He said few senate members ~ 
helps restore some balance." Opponents of gun control said the have spoken to him about the bylaw change since >I 
number of federally licensed gun dealers has dropped so dramat- it was tabled at the Jan. 22 meeting. 
ically because higher fees and state zoning laws are forcing out In other senate business: 
legitimate Mom-and-Pop dealers. • The senate appointed five new members: 
"Lately" to win the competition. 
Various types of music were performe,d during the regional 
semifinals including alternative, rhythm and blues, gospel and 
jazz. 
The finals will be Feb. 23 in Philadelphia. The first place win-
ner of the finals will be awarded $15,000, and $10,000 will be 
awarded to their school in the form of a scholarship. 
Thaddeus Searcy said the winners of last year's finals 
appeared on The Rosie O'Donnell Show and on Late Night with 
David Letterman. 
"K-Love & Blue" won first place at Eastem's MasterCard 
Acts held last November, which landed them a spot)n the 
Chicago C<Ornpetition. . · 
Catherine DeGreve, Tim Waddick, Joe Brusky, 
Amy Fijalkiewicz and Liz Halbert. 
• The senate appointed Jackie McGrath to the 
Enrollment Management Committee. 
HISTORY frompageone 
'buckskin bandwagon."' 
He also said people began to claim that they 
were of Indian descent because, as Edmunds 
described it, "being Indian was 'in."' 
During land allotment registration the federal 
agent determined whether or not a person receiv-
ing land was Native American. 
"A federal agent's basis of whether you looked 
like Indian descent determined if you were 
Indian," Edmunds said. 
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Improvements top 
, candidates agendas 
Taxes, -Eastern relations first goals 
By BRITT CARSON 
City editor 
Three of the candidates run-
ning for the Charleston City 
Council said they think the city 
manager form of government is 
1 a step in the right direction for 
the city. 
Tyson Wells, a senior psy-
chology major at Eastern, said 
he is in favor of the change of 
government. 
"I think this is a good change 
as long as we give the city man-
ager the authority and the power 
he is supposed to have," Wells 
said. 
Ted Hartley, the pastor at 
Otterbein United Methodist 
Church, said his experience with 
the city manager form of gov-
ernment in Fairfield benefited 
the community. 
"I was on the (city council) 
committee that was in charge of 
hiring a city manager and have 
been through the application 
process," Hartley said. 
"It brought more money into 
the city from grants and we 
were able to lower taxes." 
Marge Knoop, another candi-
date running for city council, 
said she thinks the present city 
council is doing a good job, but 
the new form of government 
will be a good change for 
' 'I Charleston. 
"I always wanted to run for 
( 
city council and I think I could 
do a better job on the council 
I under these conditions," Knoop said. 
"The present council has a 
hard job that takes up a lot of 
time. I felt like this was the 
1 
right time for me to run." 
· Each candidate has different 
vi sions for Charleston if they 
are elected. 
Hartley, who ha s lived in 
Charleston for three years, said 
he should give something back 
to the city. 
"I have been a member of the 
community and feel I need to 
give something back to the town 
to help make this a better place 
to live," Hartley said. 
Hartley also said he would 
like to see the Charleston 
Tomorrow Plan implemented to 
help Charleston advance into 
'' 
There are over 10,000 
students and there is 
no voice on the city 
council for Eastern stu-
dents." 
-Tyson Wells, 
Candidate for City 
Council 
the 21st century and to improve 
relations within Coles County. 
"I would also like to see the 
city develop a better relation-
ship with the county and with 
Eastern," Hartley said. 
Hartley said in his experi-
ences with making the transition 
to the city manager form of gov-
ernment, the money obtained 
through grants was used to 
repair the infrastructure of the 
city. 
Knoop said she would like to 
see relations with Eastern and 
the city improve. 
"I would like to see the city 
and Eastern become closer and 
work together more," Knoop 
said. 
"There are a lot of talented 
people at both locations and 
things aren' t working together 
like they should." 
Knoop was a member of the 
county and township boards, 
and is a retired school teacher 
and a Navy veteran. 
Wells said his main goal, if 
elected'; i~·to help improve rela-
tions between the city and 
Eastern. 
"There are over 10,000 stu-
dents and there is no voice on 
the city council for Eastern stu-
dents," Wells said. "They need a 
way to express themselves." 
Wells is presently employed 
at Leland Real Estate in 
Charleston and plans to attend 
graduate school at Eastern after 
he finishes undergraduate 
school in May. 
Robert Thomas, who is also 
running for city council, 
declined comment for this arti -
cle. 
A primary e lec tion will be 
held Feb. 25 to narrow the 11 
candidates down to eight. The 
general election will be held in 
April. 
Thursday, January 30, 1997 
Game show 
From left: Tim Kreher, a junior environmental biology major, and Nicole Valentino, a sophomore family 
service major, wait for Kelly 0 'Conneor, junior special education miijor, to ask a question. Deena Dominy, 
a sophomore environmental biology major, waits to.find out what the question is. AIDS Jeopardy Wednesday 
night in Andrews Hall, an event held as part of AIDS Awareness Week. 
UB will make budget.requests 
BY ROB STROUD 
Staff writer 
University Boord committee coordinators tonight 
will begin making budget request presentations to the 
Apportionment Board. 
The AB will meet at 6 p.m. in the 1895 Room of 
the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union. 
AB Chair Lance Phillips said each UB committee 
will present a budget request outlining how much 
money it needs for special activities as well as its 
regular functions. 
Phillips said the AB has $295,000 in student activ-
ity fee money to allocate to the fee-funded boards, 
which include the UB, the Student Senate, the 
Division of Sports and Recreation, Dramatic 
Performances and themselves. 
He said the committees usually ask for more 
money than what is in the AB's budget. 
After the presentations, the AB members ask the 
committee members questions to determine the best 
way to cut the request. 
Book it 
The AB will not· make its final decision on the 
budget allocations until all the presentations are com-
pleted on Feb. 13, Phillips said.· 
The UB committees for comedy, special events, 
graphics, Homecoming, lectures and human potential 
will give presentaJions today. 
UB Comedy Chair -cyndi Walker said her presen-
tation will include plans for next year and how the 
costs were determined. 
"We go through and explain the entire process 
with them," Walker said. "We will try for the same, if 
not better, quality entertainers next year." 
After the AB goes through the budgets and makes 
tentative cuts,-the fee-funded boards will be able to 
give input ori the cuts. 
"The reality is money is tight and something is 
going-to be cut," Walker said. She declined to com-
ment on how much her committee would be request-
ing. • 
UB Graphics Chait Sean Hamann said his presen-
tation will explain the purpos~ and benefits of the 
graphics p_rograms. 
- .. ,. .. : __ , .. , .-1. • . . ~ ' j,.,1 ._.,~ , ·.: • • · .. ·L :<': ~.: :~ 1 ..._. • • • ;~ , : ,t1 : ,' ·., , ' 1! 
IBE MASAYUKl/Staff photograpfler 
Mario Leto, a graduate English major, checks out a paperback from a clearance rack Wednesday afternoon 
in the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union Bookstore. The sale will continue until Friday. 
Library obtains 19 new computers over winter break 
By MATT ADRIAN 
Staff writer 
Nineteen new computers were added to 
Booth Library over winter break, paid for 
by increases in ihe student technology fee. 
Nackil Sung, head of library technology, 
said the old compute rs needed to be 
replaced because they were slow. and out 
of date. He said he hopes to replace eight 
more of the older computers next semester 
with student technology fee money. 
Some students seemed to li ke the 
change to the computer upgrade. Callie 
Thompson, senior vocal performance 
major, said she thinks the new computers 
are much faster. 
"I'm not waiting IO minutes to log on," 
. Thompson said. 
T.J. Jones, senior mid-level education 
major, said that he liked the speed of the 
computers and that it was a good change. 
Harry Nel sen, direc tor of academic 
computing, said the new computers were 
TOP 40 HITS 
Lunch 
Soup le. Sandw~ch 
installed over the Christmas break. Sung fee. 
said the Pentium 166 computers cos t Two $10 increases in the student tech-
$35,340 and were purchased from Gate- nology fee were approved recently, the 
way. first in 1993 and the second in September 
The advantage of the Pentuim 166 com- 1995. In addition, a $5 dollar per semester 
puter is its speed, Sung said. The comput- increase in the fee was approved by 
ers are equipped with Windows 95, Office Eastern's Board of Trustees in September 
95, Netscape Navigator Gold and e-mail 1996. 
capabilities. Morgan Olsen, vice president for busi-
Currently full time students pay $25 a ness affairs, said the student technology 
semester and part time students pay $1.70 fee was created to provide a stable source 
per semester for the student technology of funding for computer technology. 
Free Pepperoncini's · Just Ask 
Small Cheesesticks $3.99 
Opinion 
Editorials are the opinion of the Editorial Board. 
Columns are the opinion of the author. 
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President Jorns 
needs to be visible, 
available to Eastern 
Eastern President who? 
Freshmen, transfer students and new community 
members may not know President David Joms. 
They may have. heard of his name, but chances 
are, they never have seen his face. And if they have 
seeh him in person, they most likely didn't have a 
chance to ask him questions or discuss their con-
cerns about the university. 
Joms has made himself invisible to complaint, 
concern or question about 
Edl•torJ•at Eastern. But not according to him, says Shelly Flock, 
director of media relations. 
"He does informally walk campus and drop in 
and talk to faculty and staff," she said. "He also has 
met with every department on campus about plan-
ning and the strategic plan." 
.,,..»qt nonetheless, he stiH ayo.ids qQes.tipr:is and . 
~ems from the rest of the campus community. 
· Not once this year has Joms held a brown bag 
lunch to allow students, faculty, staff and communi-
ty members to voice their opinions or ask questions 
about the school. And according to Flock, he 
doesn't plan on holding one again because of low 
attendance. 
He has been to only one Student Senate meeting 
this year, and he only went to watch the senate 
approve the 3.5 percent tuition increase. He occa-
sionally will attend an all-campus event such as the 
Unity Rally. But he rarely makes himself available 
~cp~gient And he rarely will speak to The 
l)'qtljEasterh News, even though the newspaper is 
the main source of campus information. 
Joms needs to come out of his office and face 
reality. He peeds to address issues on campus. 
What does Joms think of the University College 
task force closing its doors to the public? Does he 
believe in shared governance? Does Joms care that 
this year's seniors will not have the opportunity to 
experience the Celebration of the Arts Festival? 
These are a few of the many questions in the 
minds of students, staff and faculty. But until Joms 
opens the door of communication to the rest of the 
campus, no one will know his opinion on an issue. 
When Joms was first on campus in 1992, he said 
good communication between him and students is 
important. Important enough to ignore it? 
President Joms needs to be reminded that 11,000 
students need, and want, to hear from their presi-
dent. 
Hopefully Eastern's Board of Trustees will take 
his silence into account when it discusses Joms' 
yearly evaluation this April. 
' ' today's 
A President either is constantly on top 
of events or, if he hesitates, events will 
soon be on top of him. 
Students should act before they complain 
Since the moment I stepped 
onto this campus as a freshman 
two and a half years ago, I've 
noticed one consistent theme 
which has dominated the atmo-
sphere of this campus. Contrary to 
what many would like to believe, 
the theme is not based on race or 
sexual orientation or financial MORAN BEASLEY 
background or even whether Guest columnist 
someone belongs to a particular 
greek organization. Although not 
very complex in its nature, this ........ ,............, ...... . 
theme has nonetheless rested in many of our subconscious. It 
comes to surface whenever any problems arise that may not 
directly affect the personal but may have significant reper-
cussions with the social well-being of this campus. This 
theme, when used effectively, can relieve our conscience of 
any feelings of guilt or responsibility and has been the one 
reason why progress is still very much a daydream in the 
eyes of liberals and conservatives alike. 
Apathy's origins stretch back well beyond either the estab-
lishment of this campus or this country and derive from 
nothing more than being residents of a complex world 
encompassed with blessings and curses so deep in their foun-
dations that to even begin thinking of plausible solutions has 
been labeled by some as futile and by most others as impos-
sible. The purpose of this column is not to provide for any 
motivations to the change the world for the better, although 
that would be a nice result. Like-any 12-step detoxication 
programmer will no doubt verify, the first step toward solv-
ing any problem is to first admit that there is a problem. For 
those people who think they are just one voice and nothing 
can be done to change the way things are, look around the 
next time you walk through campus; you are surrounded by 
about 10,000 "one-voices." If you feel there is a problem on 
campus, address it to someone you think will agree that the 
problem is significant. Better yet, address it to someone you 
thing won't agree the problem is significant; you may either 
change his or her mind or, at the very least, get a whole new 
perspective on the problem that you didn't even know about 
before. Problems usually don't exist unless someone first 
says that they do. 
Unless there is some compulsory incentive to attend a par-
Would yo(.( ra~her be .. .. 
A \tJQ('),·nj th,..oC4jl, 
.f./oorlec/ wa/klJt,l)t.'7--__, 
,~ - -... ,,__- ... >(?; ..;:~ ... •...., -·-.....-1 
Task force should give 
community information your 
ticular event, such as your frater-
nity or sorority requires atten-
"Apathy s origins dance or there is extra credit for 
stretch back well some class or, even worse, if 
money is a factor, chances are 
beyond either the 
establishment of 
this campus or 
this country ... " 
the majority of events do not 
draw in the crowds that are oth-
erwise desired. Blood drives, 
campus voting, recognized stu-
dent organization activities -
why is there such low attendance 
at these functions? It's because 
not enough people on this care 
about what happens. Now there are people who do care; 
credit where credit is due, it's better to have some than to 
have none. Yet the amazing characteristic about this universi-
ty, and even perhaps this planet, is that of the people who 
don't attend these activities and try to change how this uni-
versity operates, these are the people who are almost guaran-
teed to be the first to complain about the system. Alarm 
clock, ladies and gentlemen: Unless you are doing something 
to change the system, then you have no legitimate room to 
complain. 
Of course being a student at a university takes up a great 
deal of time and energy and this is a sufficient reason for not 
attending a particular event. But the next time you begin to 
complain about a situation that you are not trying to help 
change, try to think twice before you voice your opinion. To 
quote the Chicago comedy troupe Too Much Light Makes 
The Baby Go Blind: "It's better to hurl yourself screaffiing 
naked into the void than to lie down and sleep with it." 
Perhaps those who complain and do nothing to change enjoy 
living in a world where the majority of its population will be 
either homeless or starving by the tum of this century. Four 
hundred years ago, the philosopher Nostradamus prophe-
sized that 1997 would be the year where life would cease to 
exist on this planet. I doubt that's true, but if it is, with the 
state the world is now, would this universe really be at a loss 
if we were gone? I'd like to think it would be, but then I'm 
only one voice. Food for thought. Peace. 
-Moran Beasley is executive director the Multi-Cultural 
Student Union and a guest columnist for The Daily 
·Eastern News. 
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· on University College 
Dear editor: 
As a student who has closely fol-
lowed the development of the pro-
posed University College concept as 
well as the progress of the Task 
Force on Integrating College Student 
Services, I'd like to express how dis-
turbed I am about the fact that the 
task force meetings have been essen-
tially closed to the public. 
introduced and disseminated in the 
spirit of shared governance, and I felt 
positive enough about the process to 
accept that the proposed University 
College concept would probably be 
implemented. 
as they graciously and respectfully 
did before, the results of what they 
produce with this university commu-
nity, its students and faculty before it 
goes into effect. 
Please, Vice President Terry 
Weidner, let's ensure this proposal is 
the best that it can be. 
Jackie McGrath 
junior English maj'or 
I understand in many ways the 
necessity for closing the meetings to 
the press: it would hardly be produc-
tive to inform the public of tentative 
planning stages - however, my per-
ception is that the press understands 
this and generally does not cover 
such initial proceedings. 
What bothers me is the desire for 
secrecy by the task force members. I 
have been very confident in the task 
force progress and the methods used 
in the proposal process thus far. I felt 
secure that this proposal was being 
However, this was how I felt 
because I have always been led to 
believe that a task force is convened 
with the sole purpose to bring what it 
produces to a more open, public 
forum for finishing, for discussing, 
for questioning and perfecting. That 
is how democracy and shared gover-
nance are supposed to work. 
I agree, too, that this is what was 
basically done during this proposal 
process. 
Unfortunately. for reasons not 
made clear, the task force has by 
consensus agreed to close these 
meetings to the public (as is their 
right). 
I can only strongly urge the 
administrators responsible for imple-
menting this proposal to share again, 
Letter policy 
The Daily Eastern News encour-
ages letters to the editor concerning 
local, state, national or international 
issues. 
Letters should be less than 350 
words. For the letter to be printed, the 
name of the author. the author's 
address. telephone number. year in 
school and current major mu~t be 
included. If necessary, letters will be 
edited according to length and space 
at the discretion of the editorial page 
editor or editor in chief. 
Anonymous letters will not be 
printed. 
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Group will hold welfare talk 
Residents and students invited to roundtable discussion 
By BRITT CARSON 
City editor 
Charleston residents and Eastern 
students are invited to an informa-
tive roundtable discussion tonight 
on the changes in the child welfare 
system. 
The discussion is at 7 p.m. 
tonight, in the parlor at Wesley 
United Methodist Church, 2206 
Fourth St. 
Kathy Davis, a representative 
from CCAR from birth through 
two programs in Charleston, said 
the discussion is a yearly event and 
is sponsored by Citizens Against 
Child Abuse. 
"We usually have a public forum 
once a year, but this time we 
decided to have more of a 
roundtable discussion about the 
changes in the child welfare sys-
tem," Davis said. 
'' 
There are so many chi-
ldren in this area that 
receive our services." 
- Kathy Davis, 
speaker from Citizens 
Against Child Abuse 
Davis said five speakers from 
different departments in the state 
are going to take part in the 
roundtable discussion. David Cole 
from The Department of Children 
and Family Services; Muri White 
from the Department of Public Aid; 
Karen Wilson from the Illinois 
Coalition of Community Services; 
Michael Hughes, a probation offi-
cer, a representative from the 
Family Violence Council and Davis 
will be speaking at the forum. 
Davis said students and residents 
should attend because the forum 
because it can be an informative 
experience. 
"There are so many children in 
this area that receive our services," 
Davis said. "It is important for 
them to understand the services, 
what they are and how they impact · 
the community." 
Davis also said Eastern students 
thinking of working for the state 
could gain insight into what hap-
pens in th<:se professions. 
"Students are going out into the 
world and are starting careers, 
some in non-profit organizations, 
and can get a feel for what its like," 
Davis said. "They can also get a 
feel for how the state government 
works." 
The forum is expected to last 
from 7-9 p.m. and refreshments 
will be provided. 
RHA to meet about conference 
B MATT ADRIA~i' ., ., . ·.·: 'i ;i <, " ' : '. ;; • , • " 
SJ 'a I" "' ' ' ·· l''l' <' ~ ."t, : '"'!" " !,"' .,, ·. · .,: . • .. ,-1 ! • · · · rnrf writer ·· ,. ' · · · · ·· . · · ' · to win ,.,a bi'd ' to have the c'onference at Eastern in 1998. Eastern is competing against the University 
of Illinois to hold the conference. 
The Residence Hall Association will discuss its 
bid to hold the Illinois Residence Hall Association 
conference in 1998 tonight at 5 p.m. in the Ford 
Hall lobby. 
Graig Eichler, RHA co-adviser, said members of 
RHA will attend a mee ting of the Illinois 
Residence Hall Association in Champaign from 
Feb. 7 to 9. He said the conference allows resi-
dence hall associations across the state to come 
together for seminars on how to improve their orga-
nizations. 
RHA will also be holding a dance in the Gregg 
Triad Thursday night to raise money for the IRHA 
delegates. The delegates must raise $80 to $90 to 
attend the conference, Eichler said. The cost for the 
dance is $2, which includes refreshments, he said. 
The RHA meeting will also discuss plans for a 
retreat. The retreat is a chance to get new students 
involved in RHA and prepare them to take over 
after old members graduate, Eichler said. 
Eastern's RHA will be attending the conference 
The RHA will also start planning for the hall 
feud, Eichler said. The feud is a Family Feud style 
game between the residence halls. 
Israel to withdraw-from ·Syria's· borde·r. 
WASHINGTON (AP) - The "anytime, anywhere and at any 
United States and Israel disputed a level," preferably between Prime 
Syrian claim that Israel has agreed Minister Benjamin Netanyahu and 
to withdraw to its 1967 border in a Syrian President Hafez Assad. 
peace accord with Damascus. "If this seems too difficult for 
Israeli Ambassador Eliahu Ben- Syria, let's start at a different 
Elissar accused Syria of spreading level," the Israeli diplomat said. 
false reports, of trying to create an In Jerusalem, Netanyahu urged 
impression that Israel is reneging Syria to return to the bargaining 
on an agreement left unsigned only table. It would be in their benefit, 
because of a technical problem. he said. 
'There is no agreement whatsoev- "Syria will benefit a lot econom-
e.r-;'"'Tie--s~ W~~sQay; Md\ng )cally, bee,ft~e.the Sytjan economy 
that Israel ts'"fe"ao/t0' reopen 'peace··· is !JOt feapiri15 forWard," Netanyahu 
talks with Syria immediately, any- told the newspaper Haaretz. 
where. 'There are certain things, such as 
State Department spokesman joint ventures, in which Syria can 
Nicholas Burns, while avoiding only make progress with an open 
criticism of Syria, concurred. "The approach." Netanyahu's coordina-
simplest thing for me to say is, if tor on security issues with Syria, 
there had been an Israeli-Syrian Defense Minister Yitzhak 
agreement on the Golan in 1995 I Mordechai, said last week he 
wouldn't be standing here," he expected talks to resume in the 
said. "There would be peace spring. 
between Syria and Israel - and On Wednesday, Syrian Vice 
there isn't a peace treaty today." President Abdel-Halim Khaddam, 
Protracted peace talks between visiting the United Arab Emirates, 
Israel and Syria were halted almost was quoted by Emirates Ne ws 
a year ago. Ben-Elissar said Israel Agency as calling Mordechai's 
is eager to reopen the negotiations prediction "propaganda aimed at 
345-2380 
deceiving international public 
opinion." Ben-Elissar's denial that 
previous Labor governments had 
come to terms with Syria on a 
land-for-peace arrangement con- · 
flicts with an account by Syria's 
chief negotiator, Walid Moualem. 
In an interview to be published 
in the Journal of Palestine Studies, 
the Syrian diplomat said Israel 
agreed to withdraw to its border 
with Syria that existed before 
Israel captured the Golan Heights 
in ttie·-1967 Six-Day War. Syrian 
gunners had used the plateau peri-
odically to lob shells on Israel's 
Galilee region below. 
Moualem was quoted by The 
Washington Post as saying in the 
Journal interview that Israel had 
made a commitment binding on 
the current Likud government, 
much more conservative that 
recent Labor Cabinets. 
"We negotiated the details of the 
withdrawal element for almost a 
year, until July 1994, when we 
finalized the agreement on full 
wi_thdrawal," the Syrian diplomat 
wrote. 
509 Van Buren 
Today at 
McKinney Hall 
7:00pm 
THURSDAY SPECIALS: 
Bonnie 
speaking on 
"Sexual Assult 
Counseling & 
Information Services" ~ 
Sponsored by EIU Health 
Service & McKinney Hall 
$ 2 OO PINTS of Samuel Adams 
. $1 25 BOTTLES of Labatt Blue 
Tomorrow- JAZZ is back! 
The GORDON JACKSON T RIO 6 - 1 Opm 
IF!f?JE.!E. S IHl<O> WY 
Mon-Thurs 7pm- 1 am Fri-Sat Spm- 1 am 
,• . . ' ~ . 
, ' .. ' ' 
~ • ) • ' ~ • l \ ' • 
dvertise 
5 
With \...IS 
-C liur~Alfy lft 
c./tl.arty's 
$249 Gyros w/ Fries J 
~0~~~ J )@ Icy Bottles 
$Ji Peppermint, Peach~ Butterscoteh 
. : Schnapps ~hots 
Af/P.H5l SI (j!Jvf5l 'T9t. 'l1 'WO'llL'lJ 
\.. LI'l(E, 'TO P'l{'ES'E9{'T O'l1'1{1997 l\. + 'EX'EC'll'TI'lJE 130.9L'l{'lJ: M President - Jenny 'llpfzofj ·i 
/. 'Vice President - Jlmy 1(.ridner 
Secretary - Jlimee '.Bou.eel( 
'Treasurer - Cfzane[ 'f<fntfro 
..9lsst. 'Treasurer - Carissa '.Barr 
9{.usfi - !Rgcfie[ 'Jv(cConnicl( 
Jlsst. 9(usli - Jlngefa Latkm 
P[et:fge 'Ldu.cator -Jessica '.Be[fe.vilfe. 
itsst. Pfelge t£J'ucator - Monica qifes 
'!Panfief[e.nic 'Delegate - 1(.ara J{ifgen6erg 
S. · · · (- rC.ri.5fa.'Cat6ra · -" · · · QCtt2 . . \.-:!!-.- . ,.. , . ,, .. , . 'Y ,. . ... . . .. " "_ ... , 
2lousing- !l(pti.e 'l(al6ffe.i.sch 
it[umna.e Correspontlent - Simone qasft. 
Correspomfing Secretary- Lindsay '.Barton 
We wouUf also [ikg_ to tfianl( our 1996 
office.rs for aoing such a great jo6 ! 
•Legal credentials strengthen your resume no 
matter what your major 
•Paralegal education allows you to explore the legal 
profession before you commit to law school 
Call Today. Discover Why Roosevelt Universrty Is 
Dll: Leader In Paralegal Education. 
(312) 341-3882 
http://www.FD08.ev•lt.edu/paralegaf 
Bachelor's Degree Required for Admission 
A representative will be on 
your campus soon. 
Call your Career Center for information 
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The cow's not 'Mad' after all 
Study: Chance 
of contraction 
'very small' 
WASHINGTON (AP) - The 
risk of consumers contracting a 
deadly brain disease from food, 
drugs and cosmetics made from 
cow products is "very, very 
small," government scientists 
assured a congressional panel 
Wednesday. 
"There is no definitive proof 
that a human being has become 
infected ... from any animal 
affected with those diseases," 
said Clarence Gibbs, acting chief 
of central nervous system studies 
at the National Institutes of 
Health. 
Last March, the British gov-
ernment announced a possible 
link between a deadly cattle dis-
ease, bovine spongiform 
encephalopathy, and a new ver-
sion of the rare human brain ill-
ness called Creutzfeldt-Jakob dis-
ease. 
The cattle illness, dubbed 
"mad cow disease, was first iden-
tified in Britain in 1986. It has 
yet to be detected in U.S. cattle. 
In 1989, the U.S. Department 
of Agriculture banned imports of 
meat and other potentially haz-
ardous products from countries 
where the illness exists. 
Early this month, the Food and 
Drug Administration said it 
would act to ensure that no cows 
or sheep eat feed made with pro-
teins from ground cows, sheep, 
goats, deer, elk or mink - all 
known to be vulnerable to the 
disease. 
But members of Congress said 
they wanted to hear for them-
selves steps the government is 
taki~g to prot~.t tJJ.e America~. 
pubhc, t~e natJon"so1o~ su~!~f~ 
and various product-&·ran-gl1Igc 
from dietary supplements to cos-
metics. 
Under questioning, scientists 
from the FDA, NIH, the 
Agriculture Department and the 
Centers for Disease Control and 
Prevention said the risks to 
American consumers from all 
avenues was minimal. 
Student shovels for exercise 
MACOMB (AP) - Dennis Werling enjoys 
being out in the winter and exerting himself, but 
this isn't another story about a cross-country 
skier or snowshoer or bad-weather bike rider. 
Werling, a data analyst at the university, also 
shovels in front of some residences, including 
Lewis Dove's. 
"I never knew who it was, but he beats me to it 
just about every time," Dove said. Werling actually accomplishes something use-
ful out there early on snowy mornings. This had been going for some 10 years, with 
Werling wearing out a shovel or two a year. On good days - bad to most people - when the 
snow is really coming down, Werling spends 
hours slinging snow off three-quarters of a mile 
of sidewalk leading to Western Illinois 
University. 
During the past snowy week, he put in 11 
hours clearing sidewalks, sometimes three hours 
at a stretch. 
City snowplows sometimes throw the snow 
right back onto the sidewalk after he's cleaned it, 
so it needs a repeat job. 
'"It's a favorite for joggers and walkers," 
Werling, 56, said by way of explanation. He also 
is a jogger and marathon runner. "I don't envy snow crews and their job 
though," said Werling, noting that he starts before 
dawn, but that they are out before him. 
A long stretch of the sidewalk borders a pas-
ture, so if Werling didn't shovel it, no one would. 
Two ComEd plants warned by NRC 
,., .,;QilCA{iQ.~ :- G..eQetal offi-
... Ot@k-incret1sed Common weal th 
Edison's regulatory troubles 
Wednesday by putting two more of 
its power stations on a watch list of 
troubled nuclear plants. 
The action brought to three the 
number of Edison plants on the 
watch list - the most ever for a sin-
gle utility at one time, government 
officials said. 
The Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission renewed its charge 
that Edison fixes problems at one 
plant only to see them crop up at 
another. 
"The cyclical safety perfor-
mance history of the ComEd 
nuclear facilities ... raises ques-
tions regarding ComEd's ability to 
operate six nuclear stations while 
SPRING BREAK '97 
South Padre ''""' s169 
Mazatlan '" "' s419 
Cancun ,, " s419 
MEXICO WITH AIR FROM INDIANAPOLIS 
FREE Parties 
FREE Meals 
FREE Activities 
Sbldent Express, lac. 
1.800.SURFS .• UP 
Mastercard& VISA 
~ er 
. sustaining perfOfl11Jl!l.G~).mP~l?Y>@.:., . .,.Jem.,...:.,. ... 
ment at each site,':..tbe-~mn· Y.,- .It fined the utility $650,000. , 
said. Zion units 1 and 2, 40 miles 
The commission said that all of north of Chicago, first listed in 
the six nuclear plants operated by 1991 and removed in January 
the nation's largest nuclear utility 1993. The NRC said it has been 
are currently safe to keep in opera- plagued by personnel troubles and 
tion. a backlog of equipment problems. 
But it gave Edison 60 days to • Dresden units 2 and 3, near 
explain how it could continue to Morris, first listed in June 1987, 
operate all six plants - each with removed in December 1988, and 
two units - safely while upgrading restored in January 1992. The 
their performance. NRC said the plant is improving 
The plants placed on the watch and now must show that it can 
list were: - LaSalle units 1 and 2, continue to operate without prob-
near Ottawa, listed for the first lems. 
time. NRC spokesman Jan Strasma 
Sealing material was poured said three was the largest number 
into a cooling tank in 1996, and of nuclear plants that one company 
the NRC accused Edison of being has ever had on the NRC's watch 
slow to recognize and fix the prob- list at one time. 
J.ID~Illlm TmDll J.ID~Illlm 
Congratulates its Brothers 
on Exceeding The All Men's Average 
For The Fall Semester of '96 
Kevin Carlson 
Greg Jamrozek 
John Bagel 
Ben Board 
Jon Earlywine 
Matt Ewald 
Jared Beane 
Steve Biedron 
Andy Crabtree 
Matt Dickerson 
Todd Dusek 
Lou Montana 
Bob Ruf 
Jason Schmidtgall 
Jeff Jones 
Suvas Lobo 
John Jennings 
Jake Josias 
Drew Munson 
Brandon Cronk 
Renny Seiwart 
Jeffg Zilch 
Tony Chiuso 
Granville Colvin 
Chris Hill 
Steve Meskauskas 
Rob Murray 
Taste • Class • Pride 
The Dally Eastern News 
Ride the Shuttle to 
Mother's, 
Tonight:$ 
· 1 Rolling Rock &. Bud Bottles 
.
:··· Schnapps (Peach, Peppermint, 
Butterscotch) 
1. ~,s 229.Z: B~d~ ;lite, &. Bud Light Bottles 
'®~·®~~-~> -~ 
MOTHER'S SERVES ONLY COLD, 
PREMIUM, QUALITY LrrE AND 
ICEHOUSE DRAFT BURI 
Continuous Shuttle Setvlce to and from 
Greek Coult, Andrews, and other 
campus locations provided by 
Mothers &.. Matty's# 
OLDTOWNE MANAGEMENT INC. 
1408 SIXTH STREET 217 /345-6533 
Now Leasing for '97 • '98 
>Oldetowne Apts. >Heritage Apts. 
>Polk Ave. Apts. >4th and Buchanan 
> 1420 6th St. Apts. 
EAT EVERY TUESDAY & THURSDAY 
5 TO 9 pm 
~· · Jents ,pizza.· 
& P1ub 
Corner of 4th and Lincoln 
ALL YOU CAN BAT! 
j •PIZZA •SALAD BAR 
•SPAGHETTI •GARLIC BREAD 
$3-99 Plus Tax 
Children 10 and under eat for $2.00 
345-2844 
~~ 
PROFESSIONAL NAILS CARE 
Cross County Mall 
700 Broadway East #20 
Mattoon, Illinois 61938 
Sears• Wing (neat to GICC) 
(217) 234-4466 
Grand Opening Specials 
• Full Set (Acrylic) ••.•.......••••••........•.••...•. 27.00 & up 
• Fill-Ins ................................................ L7.00 & up 
• Manicure ................................•........... 12.00 
• Pedicure .............................................. 20.00 
• Conib. Mani & Pedi . .......................... 30.00 
• Polish Change ...................................... 5.00 
• Gel, Fiberglass, Silk .........................•. 35.00 & up 
• Air Brush Colors ·······.•························ 15.00 & up 
• French Manicure and White Design .. 5.00 & up 
We use the most advance techniques and leading products 
in the nail industry for the best nail results 
You' II actually see and feel the difference with your very first visit. 
Pro Nails offers you a friendly slldf and a pleasant enviroment 
Pro Nails takes pride in their work. 
Walk-Ins Always Welcome 
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK 
Mon - Sat: 10arn - 9pm ~ Sunday: 12pm - Spm 
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There's a Wort• WI•• We• of things to do out there, you iust need to know where to find them 
Story by Maggie Bleritz 
Features Editor 
I t's happened to everyone. You look around at the inches of snow and_ ice that don't seem to be in any hurry to become a part of history, and you think to 
yourself, "Life couldn't get any more boring than this, 
and there's no end in sight." But what you may not real-
ize is that you · are fully capable of performing plastic 
surgery, taking a pregnancy test or unlocking the mys-· 
teries of your future, without setting foot outside the 
nearest computer lab. 
The Internet offers more diversions for a 
cold afternoon than you could shake a stick 
at. Even though you probably should be read-
ing your English homey.'ork, you could log on 
to www.mrlhowblz.com and play with the 
lfaces Q.f t!Je@!t ~ Qf ,"frief)Cls". 
Nmaginewhfi pe~\v'k~ IGl:hellr'haiW 
Chandler's eyes, Ross' nose and Joey's mouth 
would look like. It isn't a pretty sight. 
Visit www.worldweb.ntt/•Jc1ntllt/ 
prqn1nt.html to find out if you're expecting 
a new member of the family. Naturally, the 
test is no more accurate than asking Magic 8-
Ball, but it's fun for a few laughs. The site is 
accompanied by a disclaimer, in case anyone 
takes the test seriously. 
What does the future have in store for 
you? Check out 
www.y1hoo.com/Enttrt1lnm1nt/Advlc1/ 
Fortunt_Cookltl/ and choose from a myriad 
of different fortune-cookie type selections. 
Ch~ck this out ff your ~~·t been 
accurate. 
Have you ever wondered why sheep don't 
shrink in the rain? Log on to 
www.1lupldqu11l.com to find out the answer 
to that and many other really stupid ques-
tions. The answers are equally stupid, but 
what exactly do you expect from a place 
called "stupidquest"? 
How many degrees of separation is Boris 
Karloff from Kevin Bacon? Log on to the 
Oracle of Bacon at 
www.aa. vtrglnl1. tdu/•bat7m/ 
blGOn.html for .the answer ta that and many 
other Bacon-related questions. It -seems 
that darn near every actor or actress is 
three or fewer degrees of separation 
from Kevin Bacon. You'll be amazed. 
Are you worried about an inva-
sion from up north~ The Anti-
Canada website at WWW. 
neptunet.aom/ 
1nt101n/d1f1u1t.1ttml is the 
place for you. This site will 
inform y?u of interesting 
facts such as 80 percent of 
Canada's population is located 
on the border of the United 
States. Therefore, in the opin-
ion of those who write for the 
site, Canada may invade the 
U.S. at any given moment. 
Feeling useless~ Log 
on to 
www.go2net.com/ 
lnternet/usaleH and 
find out about the u~e­
lessness of cars, 
4 ... ~.,..---... 
useless game, and learn all s"orts of useless 
information. 
At www.hbblllftCHt.IOm/lll°"°Ol/ you 
will find the "cool LEGO site of the week." 
Here you can see a model x-wing fighter 
, c;,r;fte~ !_rJti(e'l of ~os. Among other Lego 
'1Mdels are ·the Batrtt:>bile and1~1d8igttet'i 
self-portrait. 
To quiz your SO's movie trivia potential, 
www.IOl.com1Ent11t1lnm1nt1Movt11/ 
DaHy100/ to take the Dai'r 100 test. Here, 
you will be given a line from a movie from the 
SO's and will be asked to name the movie and 
the character who said the line. It's a chal-
lenge, but a fun way to spend an hour or so. 
Speaking of the BO's, 
www.111t.vlrglnl1.1dU/·enwr10111tnd11.html 
will bring you "Once Upon a Time in the 
BO's", a class project from University of 
Virginia. As it turns out, the site is a showcase 
for student essays, such as Heather Brausa's 
"Baby Boom Meets Its Doom" and Keya 
Veneys' "The Vanessa Williams Story". 
If you tried the plastic surgery experiment 
with Mr. Showbiz and you feel like you're 
ready to move OD to bigger and better things, 
consider WWW.Dgrg.ohloalt1tl.ldU/ •ftVllhl\IV/ 
Onffl'l/WlbtllulldUrOv;Maulld1ni.html to cre-
ate your own critter. Switch around heads, 
bodies and feet to make something you've 
never seen before and (hopefully) will never 
see again. 
Remember the cartoon "Superfriends"~ At 
www.11nt1111.no11.vtvo 1du1DouQ/lup1rhtml/ 
you can learn the history of the 
Wondertwins, Wonder 
Woman and Gleek, the blue 
monkey. Now that's a 
walk down memory 
lane. 
Consider 
ni11tntood1.11m/ 
next time you're try-
ing to decide what 
to have for dinner. 
The Ramen Noodle 
Page has recipes for 
such delights as Top 
Ramen Chicken 
Noodle Strudel and 
Top Ramen pizza, 
the perfect col-
lege cuisine. 
Visit WWW, Vl1i.Hlft/ .. dhHtll\/bridl/ 
th'=brldt=WOrt,htmt to see pictu"res of some 
of the ugliest wedding gowns, veils and bou-
quets known to man. Next time you or 
someone you love is asked to wear an ugly 
pink satin dress with a huge bow on the 
behind at her best friend's wedding, direct her 
to this page. Seeing these ugly wedding dress-
es will make her feel better. 
At any rate, stopping by a few of these sites 
should give you something to do other than 
dream about beaches and cocoa butter. Make 
some iced tea and log on to 
www. t11hntt. n1tJ ... 1pringbr11k/ 
aprbkfttl.html and 
take.a spring break 
tour of Dayt;ona 
Beach. 
Kato Kalin? No, but you can 
create your own favori11 
1
'friend111 •t•r i't 
www.mrt11aw11~.'V1Jm ..•..• 
L1g01? Try ehlfting mat 
hlftDrt,Uftt,ld~dtWiylt@g1,htftll 
II Wftat l1Htl1 Ii thAt thing 9fi 
htr nogglht Flhtt lltt et 
www,~lil .iottt/-.dheaton/brldW 
tha_Dtllltt_wottt.html 
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Travel 
SPRING BREAK 97. IT'S HEAV-
EN!! WAKE AND BAKE ..... In the 
hottest destination-Free parties!!! 
Organize group and travel free. 
Lowest price guarantee. From 
$99 1-800-426-7710 WWW.SUN-
SPLASHTOURS.COM 
_________ 2/28 
SPRING BREAK PANAMA CITY 
BEACH FLORIDA SANDPIPER-
BEACON BEACH RESORT 3 
pools, 1 indoor pool, huge beach-
side hot tub, suites up to 1 O peo-
ple, tiki beach bar, home of the 
worlds longest keg party. Free 
info 1-800-488-8828 
WWW.SANDPIPERBEACON.CO 
M 
2/27 
Wanted 
WANTED 100 STUDENTS. 
LOSE 5-100 lbs. New metabolism 
breakthrough. RN assisted. Free 
gift. $35 fee. 1 (800) 579-1634. 
2/10 
EASTERN EUROPE 
EMPLOYMENT- Travel Eastern 
Europe by teaching basic conver-
sational English in Prague, 
Budapest, or Krakow. 
Inexpensive Room & Board + 
other potential benefits. Find out 
how to succeed in this field. Call 
(206) 971'-3560 ext. K57381. 
__________ 2n 
CRUISE SHIP EMPLOYMENT-
Travel the world (Hawaii, Mexico, 
Caribbean) & earn an excellent 
income in the Cruise & Land-Tour 
Industry. For details, call 1-206-
971-3550 ext. C57388. 
__________ 2n 
ASIA EMPLOYMENT-Learn how 
students have made $25-$45/hr. 
teaching basic conversational 
English in Japan, Taiwan, or S. 
Korea. Many employers provide 
room & board and/or other bene-
fits. Call 206-971-3570. ext. 
J57383. 
__________2n 
MODELS NEEDED. Male or 
Female models for drawing class-
e!l- fQr ~pring SemE)stervC,QIT,l~ Ip 
Art Office, Fine Arts 216, to apply. 
__________ 1/30 
2 FULL TIME NIGHT MAN-
AGERS FOR WOMENS SHEL-
TER. Live-in position for in 
exchange for room and board. 
Send resume and references to 
CADV P.O. Box 732 Charleston. 
348-5931 EOE. 
_________ .2111 
HELP WANTED: Papa John's 
Pizza now hiring pizza makers 
and inside help. Apply at 426 W. 
Lincoln, Charleston. 
__________ 215 
CRUISE SHIPS HIRING-Earn to 
$2000 +Imo. plus free world trav-
el (Europe, Caribbean, etc.) No 
exp. necessary. Room/Board. 
Ring (9'19) 918-7767, ext C149. 
" . 2/26 
SUMMER JOBS IN COLORADO 
Large resort in beautiful Rocky 
Mountains seeks lifeguards, food 
servers, maintenance, front desk, 
counselors etc. Snow Mountain 
Ranch, YMCA of the Rockies. 
Interviews Tues. 2/4 at Career 
Services. Call 581-2412 or 
www.JOBSRV.EIU.EDU 
___________ 2/4 
CARING INDIVIDUALS NEEDED 
TO WORK EVENINGS AND 
WEEKENDS in a small group 
home with DD individuals. 
Applications mat be picked up at 
415 4th Street or call Regina at 
348-1723. 
----------~2n 
RAFTING!- RAPPELLING! COL-
ORADO SUMMER JOBS: in the 
Rockies near Vail, Anderson 
Camps seeds caring enthusiastic, 
dedicated, patient individuals who 
enjoy working with children in an 
outdoor seeing. Counselors, 
Cooks, Wranglers, Riding instruc-
tors, and Nurses. Interviews on 
February 5th. Stop by Career 
Planning and Placement Office to 
get an application and sign up for 
an interview. Questions? Call us 
at (970) 524-7766. 
___________ 2/6 
ALASKA EMPLOYMENT-Earn to 
$3,000-$6,000+/MO in fisheries, 
parks, resorts. Airfare! 
Food/Lodging! Get all the options. 
Call (919) 918-7767 ext 149. 
__________ 2/26 
NATIONAL PARKS HIRING-
Positions are now available at 
National Parks, Forests & Wildlife 
Preserves. Excellent benefits + 
bonuses! Call 1-206-971-3620 
ext. N57388. 
__________ 2/14 
OUTSIDE JOBS-Now hiring: 
National Parks, Beach Resorts, 
Ranches, Rafting Co.'s Earn to 
$12/hr. + great benefits! 
Nationwide. Call (919) 918-7767 
ext. R149. 
__________ ,2/26 
HELP WANTED. WAITRESS 
FOR LUNCHTIME. Apply in per-
son. 11-2 Tues-Fri. Hong Kong 
House. 1505 18th St. 
__________ 1/31 
RAPIDLY GROWING MASSAGE 
BU,SINl;SS [lEjecjs lagij'ls_,whp 
want to make $30/hr Call 
PantheTs 348-0288. 
1/30 
A BABY'S DREAM, A LOVING 
HOME. If your dream for baby's 
future is a happy, se.cure home 
with a mother and father, warmth, 
love, attention, fun, traditional 
family values, friends, pets, trav-
el, college education, and holi-
days with lots of relatives, please 
call toll free 1-800-881-3731. 
Legal and confidential. Medical 
and legal expenses paid. Carol 
and Jim. 
__________ 2120 
The Daily Eastern News 
Classified Ad Form 
Name: ________________ _ 
Address: ______________ _ 
Under Classification of:---------------
Expiration code (office use only) ___________ _ 
Person accepting ad. _______ Compositor ____ _ 
no. words/days Amount due:$ ____ _ 
Payment: 0 Cash 0 Check 0 Credit 
Check number ______ _ 
Phone: _______ 'student O Yes O No 
Dates to run ______________ _ 
Ad to read: 
20 ce_nts per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consec-
utive day thereafter. Students with valid ID 15 cents per word first 
day. 10 cents per word each consecutive day. 15 word minimum. 
Student ads must be paid in advance. 
DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY-NO EXCEPTIONS 
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads 
considered libelous or in bad taste. 
$1750 WEEKLY POSSIBLE 
MAILING CIRCULARS. For info 
call 202-298-1335 
__________ 1/31 
EARN EXTRA MONEY FOR 
SPRING BREAK sell Avon. Call 
345-4197 or 235-1544. 
__________ 2/13 
WILDERNESS TRIP LEADERS 
WANTED FOR BOYS' CAMP IN 
N. WISCONSIN. Prior experience 
a must and climbing background 
preferable. Counselors also 
needed. Skills in one or more of 
waterskiing, guitar, riflery, climb-
ing, pottery, SCUBA, tennis, gym-
nastics. Good Pay, free room and 
board. Call (800) 480-1188. 
__________ 216 
$1 OOO'S POSSIBLE TYPING: 
Part Time. At Home. Toll Free 1-
(800)-218-9000 Ext. T-2262 for 
listings. 
~---------1/30 
$1000'S POSSIBLE READING 
BOOKS. Part Time. At Home. Toll 
Free (1) 800-218-9000 Ext. R-
2262 for listings. 
1/30 
Roommates 
ROOMMATE NEEDED FOR 
FALL 97 TO SPRING 98. 
Apartment close to campus. Call 
348-6103. 
__________ 1/31 
TWO GIRLS TO LIVE in Park 
Place for Fall 97 to share 3 bed-
room apartment.Call Vicki/Kim 
581-3566 
__________ 1/30 
MALE ROOMMATES NEEDED 
TO FIND APT. for Fall 97-Spring 
98. Serious student. Call 348-
7580 
___________ .2/3 
GUY NEEDS ROOMMATES 
NOW UNTIL MAY 97. 3 bdrm 
house. $150 mo. Call Landlord @ 
342-3475. 
__________ .2/5 
Sublessors 
TWO SUBLESSORS:Deluxe fur-
niture, apartment close to cam-
pus. Rent negotiable, low utilities. 
348-()979. 
__________ 1/31 
FEMALE TO SHARE ONE bed-
room apt. Close to campus. 
Water, garbage included. Cal 
landlord 345-6000 
=------------2n FEMALE SUBLESSOR NEED-
ED. Close to campus, on 9th St. 
Rent $168. 75. Low utilities. 
Please call 345-1505. 
~-=--=-~------1/31 
SUBLESSORS NEEDED AT 106 
7th STREET. Call 348-5051. 
--------- 1/30 
FEMALE TO SHARE NEW 2 
BEDROOM APARTMENT located 
on the square. $225 per month, 
water and trash pick up furnished. 
345-4010. 
___________ 5/5 
Sublessors 
SUBLESSOR NEEDED FOR 
SUMMER: Single apartment, 
near laundry room, 2 available 
call 345-3475 
1/31 
For Rent 
NICE, CLOSE TO CAMPUS 
FURNISHED HOUSES FOR 97-
98 SCHOOL YEAR. $235/month 
12 mo. lease. Call 345-3148. 
,..,.-:~-c-=~~-,----=-----5/5 
NOW LEASING FOR FALL 1997. 
McArthur Manor. Quiet-
Furnished-2 Bedroom Apartment. 
345-2231. 
___________ 5/5 
FURNISHED, SPACIOUS 4 AND 
6 BEDROOM APARTMENT, 1400 
square feet. Available summer or 
fall of 1997. 6 blocks North of 
Hardees. Off Street Parking avail-
able. Reasonable utilities. Ask 
about 8% rent discount. Phone 
345-7225. 
___________ 5/5 
FURNISHED, SPACIOUS 4 BED-
ROOM, 2 BATH, 1300 SQUARE 
FEET apartment. Available sum-
mer or Fall of 1997. 6 blocks 
North of Hardees. Off street 
Parking available. Reasonable 
utilities. Ask about 8% rent dis-
count. Phone 345-9531. 
==--===-c-=-cc------5/5 
ONE BEDROOM APTS. All utili-
ties (except phone & cable) 
included. Unfurnished. 11 1/2 mo. 
lease, off street-parking. NO 
PETSI NO PARTIES! Quiet peo-
ple only. One person: $385.00 
Two people: $200 per person. 
345-6759. 
__________ 5/5 
1, 2 AND 3 BEDROOM APART-
MENTS close to campus. Call 
Oldtowne. 345-6533. 
__________ 3/15 
LINCOLNWOOD PINETREE 
Furnished apartments, patios, 
balconies, air, pool, sundeck, 
close to campus, 24-hour mainte-
nance appointment 345-6000. 
___________ 5/5 
LARGE 1 BEDROOM APART-
MENT FURNISHED. Dishwasher. 
Garbage disposal. Trash paid. 
Call 345-2363. 
___________ .5/5 
LARGE 2 BEDROOM TOWN-
HOUSE FOR 2, 3, OR 4 PEO-
PLE. Furnished. Dishwasher. 
Garbage disposal. Trash paid. 
Call 345-2363. Apartments avail-
able. 
__________ 5/5 
ROOMS FOR RENT-WOMEN 
ONLY Intercession, Summer 
1997-98 semester. Large house 
fully furnished. One block from 
union. Central A/C $220/month 
utilities included. Pat Novak 
(630)789-3772. 
c-:,..--:--=::=-c::-=--::-:-:--,-,-,,.-,,--213 
3 & 4 BEDROOM HOUSES AND 
1 & 2 BEDROOM APARTMENTS 
for rent 10 & 12 month leases. No 
pets, trash furnished 345-4602. 
__________ 1/31 
ACROSS 
1 Forward 
&Central 
religious 
principle 
28 Seat of King 
Olaf's rule 
59 River of Leeds? 
so Copied 
9Error 
13 Smithy"s 
furnace 
14 It's music to St. 
Peter's ears 
t5Come-on 
16 Sign of spring 
17 "Alfred" 
composer 
18 Swenson of 
"Benson" 
19 Words stamped 
on achar's 
marling? 
aa La.;king., 
musical quallty 
23 Chilling 
24 Long soot? 
29 Central German 
state 
30Clubof 
diamonds 
33 Jacket material 
36Workout 
segment 
38Descry 
39lnthe 
boondocks 
43 Rick's beloved 
44 Hot film of 
1947? 
47 Musical key 
so 1994 Oscar 
winner Wiest 
11 Use bellows? 
!l!I Kind ol check 
51i0ome 
57 Thorough 
check 
&1 Warehouse 
62 Wilbur Post's TV 
companion 
63 Chaired 
64 Connecticut 
River town 
DOWN 
1 Rearward 
2 Appointed time 
3 Gardner a k a 
A.A. Fair 
4 Firebrand 
5Assistant 
& Steak -- (raw. 
meat dish) 
T Roseanne'!! 
former in-laws 
8 Group incl. the 
U.A.E. 
9 Show pain 
10 Newswoman 
Ellerbee 
1 Emotional 
heat 
2 Jaded 
4 1986 title role 
for Mia 
!O Pop artist 
Lichtenstein 
!1 Japanese 
immigrant 
!4 Palms (off) 
!5 Presque--, 
Me. 
!& It's full of hot air 
!7 Salaam's 
rebuker 
10 It's often 
screwed up 
For Rent For Rent 
3 BEDROOM apartments. 4 bed-
room houses. Good location. 
345-6621. Leave a message. 
__________ 1/30 
AVAILABLE FOR 97-98:1 and 2 
Bedroom, furnished and unfur-
nished apartments on 1 O or 12 
month lease. 1-2 persons. 947 
4th Street. Water/Trash paid. No 
pets. Call for appointment 348-
7746. 
___________ 5/5 
2-6 BEDROOM HOUSES FOR 
LEASE FOR 97-98 SCHOOL 
YEAR. Call 346-3583. 
__________ 1/29 
AVAILABLE FOR 97-98:2 
Bedroom, 1.5 bath furnished 
apartments on 12 month leases. 
2-4 persons. 1017 Woodlawn. 
Trash paid/free laundry. No pets. 
Call for appointment 348-7746. 
___________ 5/5 
VERY LARGE, 3 BEDROOM 
HOUSE. Close to campus. Call 
349-8824. 
__________ 1/30 
BRITTANY RIDGE TOWN-
HOUSE FOR RENT. $780 a 
month, females only, 4 people, 
fall 1997. Call collect (630)372-
8282. 
GAMMA PHI Pl CHRISTIAN WOMEN'S SORORITY meeting tonight 
at 8 p.m., 3rd floor-Union. Please bring calendar info, research and 
notebooks. 
CAREER SERVICES Seminar: Job Fair Orientation Prepare for 
Success tonight at 7 p.m. in the Effingham room. Presenter: Rosalyn 
Gresens, Associate Director-Career Services. 
PHYSICS DEPARTMENT Colloquim today at 2 p.m. in S 215. Dr. 
James Conwell of the Physics Department will speak on "Relativistic 
Astrophysics: Black Holes to the Origins of the Universe." 
A.C.E.I. Mini-courses Informational meeting tonight at 6:45 p.m. in the 
Union Walkway. Come and find out how you can help bring a smile to 
the face of a Jefferson student. Exec. meeting at 6:00 p.m. 
MCKINNEY HALL & HEALTH SERVICE "Do you Know about the 
Newest Drug on Campus?" tonight at 7 p.m. in McKinney Hall. Bonnie 
Buckley of SACIS speaks on HIV/AIDS, Sexual Assault & Rohypnol. 
FORD HALL & HEALTH SERVICE "STD's & it's Contribution to 
HIV/AIDS" tonight at 7 p.m .. in Ford f-:lall. _Bryan Callaway, R.N. from 
Eastern's Health Service, will sj:leak. · '' · " 
LIFEST'r'ILES prograi'A-:w 1saxtier posttH.ilisi to'Pli!"lht'~ 6.-Prtfl><itong w«H 
our meeting. 
INTERVARSITY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP Large Group tonight at 7 
p.m. in the Charleston/Mattoon room-third floor of the Union. Scott 
Kelton will speak on Implications of Jesus' return. 
MS. BLACK EIU PAGEANT Entertainment Auditions tonight from 
8:30-10:30 p.m. in the Effingham room-Union. Seeking a variety of 
Professional Acts. 
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER Sacrament of Reconciliation today 
from 3:30-4:30 p.m. in the Newman Chapel, located at the corner of 
9th and Lincoln. 
KAPPA ALPHA PSI wil be having a Formal Informational this Sunday 
@ 7p.m. in the Afro American Cultural Center. All interested please 
attend 
INEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER Mass today at 12:05 p.m. at the 
Newman Chapel, located at the corner of 9th and Lincoln. 
SOCIETY FOR HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT meeting tonight 
at 6:30 p.m. in Lumpkin Hall 239. Call Dustha 348-0040 for info. 
SOMA meeting tonight at 7:30 p.m. in 313 Coleman Hall. Tonights 
meeting will be presenters on the holidays of the year. All welcome. 
ROTC Leadership Lab today at 1500 hours in McAfee gym. Uniform: 
BDU's, jacket,.gloves .. · 
MINORITY TODAY weekly meeting today at 4 p.m. in the DEN 
Newsroom. Will be assigning stories for next issue! Anyone interested 
in writing or taking photos welcome. 
BETA ALPHA PSI meeting tonight at 7 p.m. in LH 127. 
KAPPA KAPPA PSI Informal Rush tonight at 7:30 p.m. Meet in Fine 
Arts Building, lobby at 7:30 p.m. for rides. 
SIGMA RHO EPSILON meeting tonight at 6 p.m. in Coleman Hall 
room 221. All members must attend. Officers meeting at 5:30 p.m. 
PLEASE NOTE: Campus Clips are run free of charge ONE DAY ONLY for 
any non-profit campus oroanizational event. No parties or fundraising activi-
ties and events will be printed. All Clips should be submitted to The Daily 
Eastern News office by noon ONE BUSINESS DAY BEFORE DATE OF 
EVENT. Example: an event scheduled for Thursday should be submitted as 
a Campus Clip by NOON Wednesday. (Thursday is deadline for Friday, 
Saturday or Sunday events.) Clips submitted AFTER DEADLINE WILL NOT 
be published. No clips will be taken by phone. Any Clip that is illegible or 
contains conflicting information WILL NOT BE RUN. Clips may be edited for 
available space. 
31 Cathedral 
protuberance 
32 Ruler in 
Rimsky· 
Korsakov 
operas 
34 Gravy 
ingredient 
35 South of Spain 
37 Play breaks 
40 Bureaucratic 
problem 
41 Did the Wright 
thing 
42 Inclined 
44 Toadied 
45 Three minutes, 52 Memorable 
in boxing: Abbr. 1995 hurricane 
46 Put into a sheath 53 Commotions 
47 James Garfield's 
middle name 
48 Eclat 
49 France's 
longest river 
54 Parmesan 
bread 
58 Bugs Bunny 
cartoonist - --
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Ex-Bulls coach trying to fit pieces together in Dallas 
DALLAS (AP) - Jim Cleamons 
had to smile to keep from scowl-
ing. 
played in the NBA finals. every day hasn't accomplished. as disappointed as anyone," 
Cleamons said. "We've been at it 
hard since October and we still 
don't have the answers. 
trade with· Phoenix that brought 
the Mavericks Sam Cassells, AC. 
Green and Michael Finley. 
His Dallas Mavericks had just 
lost again because of turnovers 
and poor shooting like they had 
so many times this season. 
"I'm not sure why I'm smil-
ing," Cleamons said. "I guess it's 
because things are so frustrating 
that you have to try to keep a 
sense of humor." Cleamons 
knows winning basketball. 
"Sometimes I wish I could 
unscrew the top of their heads and 
pour all the knowledge down in 
there and maybe they would see," 
Cleamons said. 
Somehow we have to start 
maturing. We have to start taking 
care of the ball and hitting our 
shots. I believe we're eventually 
going to win. Getting upset about 
it isn't going to help." 
Then there were the rumored 
trades of Jamal Masbhurn and 
Jim Jackson that were finally put 
on the back-burner until after the 
season. A year ago Cleamons was col-
lecting yet another NBA champi-
onship ring as an assistant coach 
of the Chicago Bulls. 
As the new coach of the 
Mavericks he is trying to put 
together a puzzle called the 
Mavericks, who have never 
He has five championship 
rings, one as a player for the Los 
Angeles Lakers and four in seven 
seasons as a Bulls assistant under 
Phil Jackson. 
The Mavericks are 14-27 
halfway through the season, just 
where they were last year under 
Dick Motta, who was fired when 
new ownership made massive 
changes. 
Cleamons has had plenty to get 
upset about. 
Then top scorer and rebounder 
Chris Gatling walked out of a 
practice in a protest over his play-
ing time. 
But teaching the Mavericks 
how to win has been a job that 
working from 6 a.m. to 11 p.m. 
Cleamons knew it was going to 
be hard turning the Mavericks 
around. But this difficult? 'Tm 
Point guard Jason Kidd didn't 
like Cleamons' half-court offense 
and Kidd's grumbling led to a 
Gatling was suspended for a 
game and admitted he made a 
mistake. 
Ditka hiring already has New Orleans fans sold 
NEW ORLEANS (AP) - The hiring of 
Mike Ditka is already paying off for the 
New Orleans Saints. 
The calls are coming for season tickets. 
"It's been incredible," Greg Suit, Saints 
vice president for marketing, said 
Wednesday. "It started Monday when the 
rumor was around that he was going to be 
hired. Yesterday we had a couple of hun-
dred calls for season tickets and today we 
had to transfer people in from other depart-
ments just to answer phones." And it's not 
just people around Louisiana calling. In a 
day and a half, about 50 Chicago residents 
have become season-ticket holders and 
more are signing up by the minute. 
"We're faxing out forms to businesses 
that want to pass them out to employees," 
said Jasen Feyerherm of the Saints ticket 
office. "We're hearing from families who 
say they're switching allegiance from the 
Bears to the Saints because they love Mike 
Ditka." 
Dave Gomez, 45, of Chicago was one of 
those buying Saints tickets. Gomez, a life-
long Bears fan, said he purchased four sea-
son tickets and would make every game in 
New Orleans. 
"We're sick inside that he's not coaching 
the Bears, but happy that he's coaching 
somewhere," Gomez said. "It will hurt, 
but I'm a Saints fan now." The Saints did 
not sell out a single home game last year -
their fourth straight non-winning season. 
And coming off a 3-13 record, it appeared 
to be a hard sell again this year. Then 
Ditka came to town. 
Mike Sawka, 27, ordered two season 
tickets. He attended the Chicago game in 
New Orleans last year and liked the city. 
Now with Ditka the coach, he'll be making 
the trip eight times a year. 
"And I won't be the only one from 
here," Sawka said. 
"There's going to be a big Saints contin-
gent in Chicago from now on." Callers 
said they would get to games one way 01'. 
another." 
For Rent For Rent Announcements Announcements Announcements Personals 
EXCELLENT FURNISHED 
HOUSE FOR 6,7 OR 8 PER-
SONS. One block North of 
O'Brien Field. 2 story with base-
ment, washer and dryer included. 
Call any time, leave message 
345-2029. 
__________ 5/5 
DORM SIZED REFRIGERA-
TORS:CARLYLE RENTALS. 348-
7746. 
--------- 5/5 
THREE BEDROOM APART-
MENT, large rooms, near cam-
pus. Reasonable. Phone 345-
2416. 
_________ 1/31 
REFRIGERATOR PR1ci:s 
SLASHED! University Union 
Refrig. Rental special-Spring 
semester for $20. You pick up. 
Call 3616. 
_________ 1/31 
SEITSINGER APARTMENTS. 1 
Block East Old Main. 1-2 
Bedroom Apartment Fall '97, 
Spring '98. Completely 
Furnished. 9 month individual 
lease. Call 345-7136. 
~--=----c~c------=-c=-~515 
APARTMENTS FOR RENT-
Security deposit required. No 
pets. 348-0699 after 5 p.m. or 
leave message. 
__________ .vs 
6 BEDROOM HOUSE 1409 9th 
Newly remodeled, Hardwood 
floor, New kitchen/bath. $200/per-
son + utilities. No pets. Must see. 
708-386-3240 leave message. 
V12 
ROOMS FOR RENT-Women only 
Intercession, Summer, 1997-1998 
sem. Large house fully furnished. 
1 block from union. Central A/C. 
$220/mo utilities included. Pat 
Novak (630) 789-3772. 
_________ .2/17 
GIRLS 2 BEDROOM FUR-
NISHED APARTMENTS. $250 
each. 10 month lease. Trash and 
water included. 345-5048. 
1/30 
G-1 R-L-S----1_B_E_D_R-c-O-O-,-M---=F UR-
NlSHED APARTMENT. $365 for 
1, $200 each for 2. 1 O month 
lease. 345-5048. 
1/30 
4 BEDROOM_H_O_U_S_E-1606 
11TH, 319 Madison, 1/3 Bedroom 
Apt. 415 ! .arrison 348-5032 
2/12 
2 BEDROOM APTS. for 2-3 girls 
at Campus Square Apartments. 
Call 345-3100 between 3-9 p.m. 
•·· .. 2/10 
TWO AND THREE BEDROOM 
APTS. Remodeled. 1 block north 
Dominos. 12 mo.lease. Call 348-
8792 
____ 217 
FOR LEASE: 710 Buchanan 3 
BDR, 1 bath. 1 O month lease. 
345-8547 
_________ 1/31 
4 BEDROOM HOUSE. LOOKING 
FOR 5 students. 12 month lease-
available 6-1-97. If you're looking 
for a party place- go some place 
else. 2 bedroom, 4 people 
$185.00 per month, per person. 
12 month lease. 3 bedroom 4 
people, 12 month lease: Ronnie 
Lanman 3'!1-8-0517 or 345-5148 
_________ 1~1 
APTS. FOR RENT. 
CHARLESTON best value. 2 
bdrm, furnished apts. Close to 
campus. $250 each for two. $200 
each for three. Include water, 
garbage. 10 mo. lease. Call 348-
0288 
_________ 1/31 
FOR RENT: 3 BEDROOM fur-
nished apt. Close to campus 
summer '97. 
For Sale 
MAC COMPUTER, APPX 10 
YEARS OLD HUNDREDS OF 
GAMES & PROG. External drive, 
printer, mouse, internal drive. 
$275. Call Eric, 234-2128. 
_________ 1/30 
1991 RED CHEVY BERETTA GT, 
Great Condition, low miles, great 
in snow. $6500 o.b.o. 348-0273. 
__________ 211 
SONY RACK SYSTEM with pro-
logic surround sound $500. Call 
345-5694 and ask for Phil. 
_________ 1/30 
BEER SIGNS, SEGA. and Sega 
games. Cheap Call Todd 345-
6692 
_________ 1/31 
BUSINESS MAJORS MGT 2750 
and 3010. Typed lecture notes 
from A student. $20.00. 581-2631 
_________ 1/31 
1993 EAGLE TALON. Blue 
Green. Runs excellent, new tires. 
Very dependable. $7500. 345-
7966 
---------~217 SMITH CORONA WORD PRO-
CESSOR, MONITOR $150. 345-
5354, Ask for Matt. 
__________ .214 
SEIZED CARS from $175. 
Porsches, Cadillacs, Chevy's, 
BMW's, Corvettes. Also Jeeps, 
4WD's. Your Area. Toll Free 1-
800-218-9000 Ext. A-2262 for 
current listings. 
.1/30 
Lost & Found 
WALLET LOST OUTSIDE LIN-
COLN Saturday night. Keep the 
money, I just want my l.D.'s 
PLEASE! Call Jenny 581-2064 
1/30 i_'_o_S_T_: _K_E_Y~s"'. _2_S_E_T_S_c_o_n~nected 
together. If found call 345-3475 
_________ 1/30 
COLLEGE FINANCIAL AID-
Student Financial Services has 
information on 3,400+ public & 
private sector funding sources. A 
MUST FOR ANYONE SEEKING 
FINANCIAL AID! For information: 
1-8.00-263-6495 ext. F57388. 
. 20 
MAKE UP TO $2000 IN ONE 
WEEK. Motivated student organi-
zations (sororities, fraternities ect) 
needed for marketing project. 
Call Larry at 1-800-357-9009. 
_________ _..,10 
REFRIGERATOR PRICES 
SLASHED! University Union 
Refrig. Rental special-Spring 
semester for $20. You pick up. 
Call 3616. 
_________ 1/31 
IMPORT BEER TASTING 
Thursday 4-7 p.m. Ken's Grape 
and Grain. 348-8077. 
_________ 1/30 
JUST SPENCE'S 1148 6th 
STREET. A "WELL" PLACE TO 
SHOP! CURRENT AND RETRO-
SPEC CLOTHES AND MISCEL-
LANEOUS. GREAT SALES 
TOO!! OPEN TUES-SAT 1 :30-5. 
WE ALSO BUY. 345-1469. 
--------- 1/30 
Doonesbury 
SPECTACULAR C.D. 
BLOWOUT. 2 DAYS ONLY. FRI-
DAY AND SATURDAY. DESPER-
ADOS G.D. EXCHANGE. 1414 
6th STREET. ALL DOUBLES 
AND OVERSTOCK C.D.A ONLY 
$3.98. 1 OO's of titles to .choose 
from. Specializing in used C.D's 
and now carrying new C.D.'s. 
PHISH, THE WALLFLOWERS, 
THE CARDIGANS, FIONA 
APPLE, BIORK, JAMIROQUAI. 
345-2115. Hrs. Mon-Sat 11 a.m. -
9 p.m. Sun 11 a.m. - 6 p.m. Now 
accepting all major credit cards. 
_________ 1/31 
CLEVELAND STEAMER WITH 
SPECIAL GUESTS: DARK EDEN 
FRIDAY JANUARY 31 AT TED'S. 
_________ 1/31 
ERIC'S MENSWEAR-Come see 
us before your interviews. Career 
day is February 6. ALL SUITS 
AND SPORTSCOATS 15% OFF. 
348-6000. 
---------~2/4 
GOV'T FORECLOSED homes 
from pennies on $1. Delinquent 
Tax, Repo's, REO's. Your Area. 
Toll Free (1) 800-218-9000 Ext. 
H-2262 for current listings. 
_________ 1/30 
MOTHER GOOSE & GRIMM 
4 TICKETS TO SALT LAKE. Trip 
Feb. 11-16 Cheap. reasonable. 
Offer excepted. Call 258-8990. 
----,--.--------,-~217 
ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS!!! 
GRANTS & SCHOLARSHIPS 
AVAILABLE FROM SPON-
SO'RS!!! NO REPAYMEN·t's, 
EVER!!! $$$CASH FOR COL-
LEGE$$$ FOR INFO: 1-800-
243-2435. 
2/28 A_T_T_E_N_T_l~O_N_G-IR_L_S_E-="'RICS 
MENSWEAR has what men want 
for Valentines-SILK BOXERS 
15% OFF. Located next to Judys 
Hallmark. 
Personals 
RICK LEVY OF LAMBDA CHI 
ALPHA- I can't believe you out-
lasted Kehol. I couldn't be more 
proud of my kiddo. Love, your 
mom 
_________ 1/30 
AMY KRIDNER OF AST CON-
GRATULATIONS on V.P. You'll do 
a great job. Love, Your kid, Laura 
_________ 1/30 
SIGMA Pl'S: Pull out your eight-
ies wear, Alpha Phi's are excited 
for a great function! 
--,,----,-,------=..,-,-:c---=-:c1/30 
AST INFORMAL RUSH THURS-
DAY JANUARY 30TH AT THE 
GREEK COURT HGUSE. For 
Rides or lnfomiatfon call Ra:chef 
at 581-6771. 
_________ 1/30 
JOANNA MENE OF SIGMA 
KAPPA: Congratulations on get-
ting pinned to Mil<e Barco of Pi 
Kappa Alpha. Your sisters are 
very happy for you! 
----------=..,,-----=-=~1/30 
HEATHER LYCAN OF SIGMA 
KAPPA: Congratulations on get-
ting lavaliered to Rob Heine of 
Sigma Pi. Your sisters are excited 
for you! 
1/30 N_l_C_,O-L=E_S_U_N_D_B...,E=R=G-0=-F-S-,IGMA 
KAPPA: Congratulations on get-
ting engaged to Shawn Krisher. 
Your sisters are happy for you! 
_________ 1/30 
TO THE LADIES OF ALPHA 
GAMMA DELTA: Good luck with 
elections. Let's keep our house 
strong! 
BY GARRY TRUDEAU 
BY MIKE PETERS 
Thursday, January 30, 1997 
NBA in sight for Hoard 
Northeastern star 
getting glances 
from pro scouts 
CHICAGO (AP) - The best 
college basketball player in 
Chicago doesn't attend DePaul or 
Northwestern or Loyola or even 
Illinois-Chicago. 
His name is Andrell Hoard. He 
plays for Northeastern Illinois. 
And a year from now, he very 
well could be in the NBA. 
"By far, his best is ahead of 
him," Northeastern coach Rees 
Johnson said. 
"Whoever gets this kid is really 
getting a diamond in the rough, a 
player who could be special." 
Hoard, a skinny 6-foot-3-inch 
senior, can jump out of the gym. 
He scores from all over the 
court, he's a good passer, he goes 
aggressively for rebounds and 
get this! he loves playing 
defense. 
He leads the Mid-Continent 
Conference with a 22.1-point aver-
:age and also ranks high in 
rebounds (5.5), assists (3.9), steals 
(2.7) and free-throw percentage 
(.779). 
And he makes those around him 
better. 
The Golden Eagles (12-5), who 
last month won a battle with 
school administration to retain 
their Division I status, have beaten 
Arizona State, Oregon State, 
Wisconsin-Green Bay and Oral 
Roberts. 
Hoard had 30 points, six 
rebounds and six assists Monday 
in rallying Northeastern to an 81-
77 victory over Buffalo. 
He swished tliree 3-pointers, hit 
11 free throws, dunked over 6-11 
Leonard Tangishaka and made 
several dazzling passes to set up 
his teammates. 
Hoard's scoring, rebounding 
and assists are up from last season, 
and his free-throw shooting is 
almost 20 percent higher. 
"We all knew he had the skills, 
and his improvement shows that 
he's coachable," Buffalo coach 
Tim Cobane said. 
"He's going to be a great one in 
a few years. He definitely can play 
at the next level." 
NBA scouts think so, too. 
They've been coming to 
Northeastern's tiny gymnasium to 
watch Hoard, who has a chance to 
be a first-round draft pick. 
League scouting director Marty 
Blake said Hoard will be one of 64 
players invited to the Portsmouth 
Invitational tryout camp in April. 
Scottie Pippen, Dennis Rodman, 
John Stockton, Tim Hardaway and 
Dan Majerle are just some of the 
players who have used Portsmouth 
to emerge from relative obscurity. 
"I like Andren Hoard," Blake 
said. "He can shoot. He's quick. 
He needs to increase his upper-
body strength, but he'll get his 
chance to show us what he's got." 
The knock on Hoard is that small 
shooting guards who have been 
recent college standouts, including 
Shawn Respert and Tony Delk, 
haven't succeeded in the NBA. 
"That motivates me to do bet-
ter," Hoard said. "I want every-
body to say I'm one of the best 
players in the country and deserve 
to go in the first round. That's hard 
at Northeastern, but not impossi-
ble. 
A guy going to North Carolina or 
Georgetown isn't necessarily bet-
ter than me." · 
And a guy going to another 
Chicago college certainly isn't bet-
ter. 
The city's other five Division I 
teams DePaul (3-14), 
Northwestern (6-12), Loyola (8-8), 
Illinois-Chicago (7-9) and Chicago 
State (1-17) - are struggling and 
have no pro prospects. 
Nearby Notre Dame (9-8) and 
Northern Illinois (9-9) haven't dis-
tinguished themselves, either. 
"I scored last year but didn't get 
much attention because we didn't 
do great as a team," said Hoard, 
who averaged 21.1 points as a 
junior. "I've realized that if I score 
40 and we lose by 30, it won't 
make me more attractive to the 
NBA. But if I score 20 and do a lot 
of other things to help us win, peo-
ple will notice." 
A product of Washington High 
School on the city's southeast side, 
Hoard didn't have the grades to 
accept Division I scholarship 
offers. So he went to Olive-Harvey 
Junior College in Chicago, averag-
ing 32.4 points his second year to 
lead all U.S. juco players. 
From there, he could have 
attended several Division I 
schools. 
But he wanted to stay in 
Chicago to be close to his grand-
mother, who has raised him. 
Northeastern, where he would be 
the star, was appealing. 
"I wasn't forced to be here," 
Hoard said. "I chose to be here." 
~·-...,,· ,,, L. .C_.1 .~i'\ .;,.;_.'·ir.···1•_.1.;.·.·. , ,·, .·; •' • 
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I percent of them attend women's basketball games. 
The average attendance this year is 167 per game. 
With the mix of students and people from the commu-
nity, that comes out to a sad percentage of students at 
these games. 
Men's basketball is the same thing. An average of 
1,431 comes to a percentage of under IO percent, again 
with the mix of students and Charlestonites. 
At football games. the only really good crowds 
come in for Homecoming and Family Weekend. Other 
than that, the stadium has plenty of empty seats. 
You see, we are not going to get 50 percent of the 
student body out to games. That I understand. But 
these numbers could still use some massive improve-
ments. 
I don't know what it will take, be it more promo-
tions, more efforts to involve the community, more 
business involvement or whatever. That is certainly an 
area to be addressed. 
Secondly, watch out for the Office of Civil Rights. 
The OCR was here and said we haven't been doing 
the right things when it comes to Title IX. 
In fact, to try to correct the mistakes, we almost lost 
MONEY'S LOW 
AND YOU WANT TO 
men's swimming and wrestling. 
But we do still have those sports, as well as women's 
soccer and women's golf. 
Adding these sports seems to be a better solution 
than taking sports away, but it also adds some strains 
on the budget. 
The need to keep everything equal - in budgets, 
locker rooms, travel accommodations, etc. can get a 
school into trouble financially. Especially if more 
sports are added to even out the ration of men's and 
women's sports. 
So the athletic office has to keep the OCR happy 
while also making sure the school doesn't go bankrupt. 
With two forces pulling opposite directions, it can be 
very difficult to balance out not only the male/female 
ratio, but also the budget at the same time. 
So, as I said at the beginning of the letter, I wish you 
good luck in your efforts of the new AD. 
Sincerely, 
Josh Harbeck 
P.S. They do sell Tylenol at the Sugar Shack in the 
Union. 
Career Services 
Presents GO OUT? 
YOUR 
LANDLORD'S 
BEGINNING TO 
SCREAM & 
SHOUT? 
NOW YOU KNOW WHAT 
YOU NEED TO DO, 
ONE AD IN THE 
DAILY EASTERN NEWS 
CLASSIFIEDS 
WILL MAKE MONEY 
Spring Career Day/ 
-Job Fair 
Featuring a Wide Variety 
of Employers 
FOR YOU! 
CALL 581-2812 
Thursday, February 6, 1997 
9:30am - 2:30 pm -
University Union Ballrooms 
For Additional lnformationNjsitRoom t3 o.f,the SSB 
The Daily Eastern Ne.ws 
YOUNGSTOWN 
NOW RENTING 
SPRING '97 • FALL '97-'98 
5'a' Furnished 
5'a' Dishwashers 
5'a' Garbage Disposals 
5'a' Central Air 
5'a' 3 Laundry Facilities 
5'a' 1,2,3,&4 Bedrooms 
5'a' On site manager 
5'a' 24 Hr. Maintenance 
(Evenings are emergency only) 
r:-/ 10 Ins. Leases or 
M 1Year Leases 5'a' Spacious units 
5'a' Wooded Location 5'a' $50.00 Referral Plan 
CAI.I, 345-2363 
CAMBRIDGE & NANTUCKET 
AROL'ND TIIE CURVE ON SOUTII 9TH STREET ACROSS FROM CHURCH 
MAKE A VIEWING 
APPf. TODAY!! 
The Union Bowling f;peoi.~I 
Every Tuesday & Thursday 
6:00-10:30 pm 
Sunday red pin bowling 
4-10:30 pm 
for more information 
call 581-3616 
Union Bowling Lanes 
Martin ~.LJ.ther King, lJfliOfl..1<.d 
The Women of 
Alpha Phi 
would like to congratulate 
their 1997 officers 
President Jeanne Schuld 
V.P. of Member Recruitment Michelle Shahin 
Director of Formal Rush Michelle Shahin 
Director of Map Lisa Bede 
Panhellenic Delegate Janie Kupfershmid 
V.P. of Program Development Jen Ashby 
Director of Scholarship Jen Edwards 
Director of Member Development Kathy Kooy 
Director of Member Education Bridget Hartman 
Chaplin Jen Kurth 
Marshal Holly Bush 
Gaurd Kelly Martin 
Historian Paula Heap 
Director of Music Stacey Sutter 
Director of Chapter Events Stacey Whitcomb 
V.P. of Chapter Operations 
Director of Finance 
Director of Chapter Facilities 
Director of Administration 
Recording Secratary 
Corresponding Secratary 
Assistant Treasurer 
V.P. of Marketing 
Director of Philanthropy 
Director of Alumnae Relations 
Director of Campus Activities 
Director of Publicity and Advertising 
Natural Ties 
Carrie LaBarge 
Sarah Casio 
Jill Bruggeman 
Andrea Herzog 
Angela Gburec 
Lindsay Longtin 
Keri Cronkite 
Stacey Larson 
Abi Smith 
Sarah Terborg 
Erin Foyle 
Heather Myers 
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Jackson gives advice to Rodman 
CHICAGO (AP) - Dennis 
Rodman is getting advice from 
all over. 
First President Clinton sug-
gested that Rodman shape up 
and admit he was wrong to kick 
a photographer. 
Now Jesse Jackson says he is 
advising the Chicago Bulls star, 
and the civil rights leader wants 
to plead Rodman's case before 
the NBA. 
Jackson said he planned to 
meet with NBA commissioner 
David Stern on Wednesday in 
New York concerning Rodman's 
I I -game suspension for the Jan. 
I5 incident. 
HUGHES frompagel2 
NBA spokesman Brian 
Mcintyre said no meeting was 
scheduled. 
Jackson's father, Noah 
Robinson Sr., died in South 
Carolina on Monday night and it 
was unclear if Jackson had gone 
there. 
"Like everybody else, I don't 
condone Dennis' action," 
Jackson told the Chicago Sun-
Times in Wednesday's editions. 
"I want to convey to the commis-
sioner my sentiment and the sen-
timents of a growing number of 
people that Dennis has already 
been punished enough for the 
very act in question." 
coach something to remember me by long 
after I am gone," Hughes said. 
McCausland called this competition "the 
ultimate dual· meet of the country." 
record. Hughes faced Robie earlier in the sea-
son and sent Roby to defeat he is hoping for 
a similar outcome. 
strenuous on him, seeing as how he has to 
make weight for Friday's meet against 
Northern Illinois, then again on Sunday for 
Chicago State and again on Monday for the 
classic. "Matt has had a tremendous season so far 
and it's a compliment on his success," 
McCausland said. 
A win at this classic is key because if he 
loses to Robie, then Robie will most likely 
get the seed in front of Hughes at the national 
tournament. 
"Making weight is a big thing because I 
will have to diet all day Sunday and wrestle, 
and that will have an effect on me," Hughes 
said. 
On the other hand, Hughes does not look 
upon being chosen for this meet as such a 
great honor. 
After the Panthers' home meet Sunday 
afternoon against Chicago State, the team will 
immediately head on out to Pennsylvania. After finishing 4 I-11 last year along with 
an eighth place finish at the national tourna-
ment and earning All-American status, 
Hughes still is surprised by the amount of 
success he has enjoyed this year. 
"I see it as being pretty cool, and we get to 
take a little vacation with coach and have a 
good time," Hughes said. 
Hughes will attend a banquet Monday and 
then wrestle Monday night. 
Unlike in other sports when the term All-
Star is attached to it and it is merely an exhi-
bition, this meet will count on Hughes' season 
"It's a tremendous experience for him," 
McCausland said. "It's an honor in lieu of his 
success as a wrestler." "I thought I would do all right but never 
thought I would be 27-1," Hughes said. Hughes said this extra meet will be a bit 
while junior 
Oswago 'Hamp' 
Harper also 
scored 14 points 
in the victory. 
Nelson is 
Tennessee-
Martin's top 
point-getter with 
12.4 points per 
outing while 
sophomore Joe 
. Crumby is the 
I S{IC!!llldAmtd.lilff 
scorer with I 0.3 
points per game. 
On paper, 
this matchup 
appears to be in 
1997 l.'IEl'l'S 
Basketball 
TEAM Conf. Overall 
Eastern Illinois 6-2 9-7 
Austin Peay 7-3 9-10 
Murray State 7-3 11-6 
Southeast Missouri 5-4 8-12 
Middle Tennessee 5-5 12-8 
Tennessee Tech 4-3 9-9 
Tennesse State 4-5 6-11 
Tennessee-Martin 3-6 6-12 
Morehead State 3-6 5-12 
.·.· Easterrt Kerftl!ltky 2:.8 . 4-14 
Upcoming Games 
Thursday 
Tenn.-Martin@Eastern 
Morehead State@Middle Tenn. 
percent of their 
shots. 
Helping the 
Panthers remain 
the top field-goal 
shooting team in 
the ave are 
junior Rick 
Kaye's 17 .1 ppg 
average and 
sophomore guard 
C h a d 
Peckinpaugh's 
9 .4. ~bw; pci:r 
outing average. 
Eastern is 
coming off a 65-
61 road win over 
Southeast 
favor of the ~----------~ Missouri State 
Panthers since the Skyhawks are and has won six out of its last seven 
last in the ave in offense while the games. 
Panthers own the fourth best One major concern for 
offense in the conference. Thursday's game could be 
Tennessee-Martin averages just Peckinpaugh's injury to his shoot-
62.2 points per contest while ing wrist. 
Eastern is scoring 75.6 points per Peckinpaugh is Eastem's primary 
outing. point guard and is the team leader 
Yet, the Skyhawks do have the in assists. Freshman Marc Polite 
top defense in the OVC, holding was also hurt earlier in the week. 
opponents to just 67.4 points per "Polite practiced and it went well 
game. for him," Samuels said. 
"They are very aggressive "Chad didn't practice and this 
because they try to simulate could be a problem because he 
Kentucky's defense by pressing does the majority of the ballhan-
after every basket," Samuels said. dling in the games. We'll just see 
Also the Panthers are the most how it goes (today). We may have 
effective shooting team from the to look to other people to pick up 
floor in the OVC, hitting nearly 48 the slack." 
Garbova has scored 262 points in 
16 games. 
This game will mark the mid-
dle of the conference season for 
wins in the conference came 
against ave cellar dwellers 
Southeast Missouri and Murray 
State. 
the Lady ..---------------. 
Panthers and 1997 llRIC0 
The differ-
ences between 
the teams are 
not restricted to 
the win-loss 
columns. The 
Lady Panthers 
as a team aver-
age 64.9 ppg. 
The Lady 
Skyhawks aver-
age 58.8 ppg. 
Where as 
Eastern is hit-
ting on .407 
percent of their 
shots from the 
f I o o r , 
Tennessee-
Martin is shoot-
the Lady WOMEN'S 
B k tb II ~~ Skyhawks. as e a 
Tennessee 
Martin is the 
last team the 
Panthers need 
to face to com-
plete their first 
trip through the 
ave schedule. 
Tennessee-
Martin co-
coach Gary Van 
Atta thinks his 
team has some 
work to do. 
"We've won 
TEAM 
Eastern Kentucky 
Tennessee Tech 
Austin Peay 
Eastern Illinois 
Middle Tennessee 
Murray State 
Tennessee State 
Tennessee-Martin 
Morehead State 
SEMO 
Conf. 
9-1 
6-2 
7-3 
5-l 
4-6 
4-6 
3-6 
3-6 
3-6 
2-7 
Overall 
13-4 
9-7 
7-6 
9-7 
6,,.14 
7-11 
6-10 
4-13 
5-12 
4-13 
Upcoming Games 
Thursday 
Tenn.-Martin@Eastern 
Morehead St.@Middle Tenn. 
four games, so ~----------~ 
thing aren't progressing as good 
as we hoped," he said. 
"We started 3-0 in the confer-
ence now we're 3-6. The kids 
work hard, but we're a young, 
inexperienced team. Right now 
we're doing our best to keep them 
up." 
Though the Lady Skyhawks 
beat Tennessee State a team 
Eastern lost to the Lady 
Panthers have recorded wins 
against the remaining ave 
teams. 
Tennessee-Martin's only other 
ing .368 as a team. 
Eastern is also more accurate 
shooting from behind the three-
point line. 
Their .315 three-point field 
goal percentage puts them ahead 
of Tennessee-Martin's .270~ 
One spot where the Lady 
Skyhawks are better than Eastern 
is shooting from the free throw 
line. Tennessee-Martin is second 
in the ave in shooting freebies, 
posting a percentage of .688. 
"Right now our biggest oppo-
nent is ourselves," he said. 
11 
Saeem(R} Daly 5:00, 7:30 
10:10 sat Sun mats 2:30 
Jerry Maguite(R) Daily 5:15 
8:15 Sat Sun mats 2:00 
The Relic(R) Daily 4:45,7:15 
9:45 Sat Sun mats 2:15 
Metro(R) Oaiy 4:15,7:00,9:40 
Sat Sun mats 1:15 
Fierce Creatures(PG13) 4:00 
6:45,9:15 Sat Sun mats 1 :30 
One Fine Day (PG) 4:30,7:00 
9:30 Sat Sun mats 1:45 
Michael(PG) Oaily4:30,1:15 ·. , 
9:50 Sat Sun mats 2:00 
Beverly Hills Ninja(PG13) 5:30 
.7:45,1f.t.9QS.S .. ~J:PO.~.:tP. 
Summer Camp Counselors 
OVER 200 POSITIONS OPEN IN 
BASEBALL, BASKETBALL, 
CRAFTS, DANCE, GOLF, GYMNAS-
TICS, HOCKEY, HORSEBACK, 
LACROSSE, PHOTOGRAPHY, 
NEWSPAPER, ROPES, SAIL, SOC-
CER, SWIMMING,TEl\INIS: 
WATER-SKI AND MORE!! 
CARING GENERAL COUNSELORS 
ENCOURAGED TO APPLY 
America's Premier 
Brother/Sister Summer Camps 
WINADU FOR BOYS 
DANBEE FOR GIRLS 
IN WESTERN, MASS. 
Salary/Room/Board 
and Travel Included! 
MEN call 800-494-6238 
WOMEN call 800-392-3752 
for more info! 
(No Previous Camp Exp. Needed) 
Qwertise 
he 
When your 
Classifieds 
rrypn~y's running out Alpha Sigtna Tau 
Informal Rush 
.. 
:IJ:wt•s. 
The News 
The News' Classifieds 
Classifieds! They will work for yo 
.n-. 
Thursday Jan. 30th 7:00 pm 
At the Greek Court House 
For rides or info call Rachel 
at 581-6771 
~rt..~'P;,a.{ 
New Managers SRecial 
t LARGE Cfieese Pizza 
$522 
exp 1/31/97 
348-8282 426. W. Lincoln r----------T---------, 
I 1 order pf 1 Lunch Special 1 bre4,1.dstix 1 small 
I w111:h any I 2 topping I 
I regu ar pl"lce lptzza &:: 2 cokes I I orde"r. I I 
I 99¢ I $52.2 I I +tax I +tax I 
I Expires 1 /31/97 I Expires 1/31/97 I I Additional toppings 99¢ I Additional toppings 99¢ I 
~;;! ~i~w_!h .:.nr_o:!.!,e~~!;!,1 ~~ \~1.!'!ill ~ ~~ 2?,U~~ 
THURSDAY 
January 30, 1997 
JOSH HARBECK 
Associate sports editor 
Challenges will 
exist for new 
athletic director, 
whoever he is 
Dear new athletic director, 
I'm writing this letter to say . 
congratulations. And to say good 
luck -you're going to need it. 
I'm sure you've kept up with 
the state of Eastern athletics, or 
at least you've found out about 
them on your visit to campus. 
~nd I'm sure it looks pretty 
good. 
As a whole, EIU sports are 
pretty much unified in the Ohio 
Valley Conference, a much better 
situation than was the Mid-
Continent Conference. There are 
no more mid-season flights to 
Buffalo, N.Y. or Troy, Ala. And 
the competition has stepped up. 
Of course, our soccer teams 
are separated from other Eastern 
sports as they play in the 
Missouri Valley Conference, but 
the MVC is a soccer conference 
with' 'national rec~gnfi:lon. so 
they are also better off. 
And individually the sports are 
doing well. 
The football team made the 
playoffs again. The volleyball 
team went to the finals of the 
OVC tournament. 
Our women's soccer team 
started with a 9-0 streak and 
wound up in the second round of 
the MVC tournament. 
Our men's soccer team, with 
a new coach, is turning toward 
the right direction. 
·our nien's basketball team sits 
atop the OVC standings. The 
women's team is bouncing back 
from a losing season last year. 
We have a wrestler ranked third 
in the entire nation. Our indoor 
track teams are winning again. 
Our baseball and softball 
teams are perennial contenders 
for conference championships. 
Our outdoor track teams are in 
the same boat. 
It certainly looks like a good 
situation, but there are a couple 
of things you have to start work-
ing on right away. 
First of all, our sports teams 
do not have much of a following. 
Of course, we can look at the 
attendance of some sports which 
we don't expect to generate that 
much support and point out those 
attendance numbers, but that's 
not even necessary. 
We can look straight to basket-
ball and football. 
Women's basketball is certain-
1 y less popular among fans 
nationally than is men's basket-
ball. And that is especially evi-
dent here. 
Look at the average attendance 
of EIU women's basketball home 
games. 
'lhere's nearly 11,000 students 
who attend Eastern, but less than 
See HARBECK page 10 
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Panther hoopsters back at Lantz 
Men's team aims 
to stay in OVC's 
top spot in game 
against UT-Martin 
By BRIAN LESTER 
Sports editor 
If the Panther men's basketball 
team can send Tennessee-Martin 
into the loss column tonight at 
home, it will remain alone in first 
·place when it hosts Ohio Valley 
Conference favorite Austin Peay 
Saturday afternoon. 
However, a loss to the. eighth-
place Skyhawks in Thursday 
night's 7:35 p.m. meeting would 
drop Eastern (6-2 in the-OVC, 9-7 
overall) into second place behind 
Austin Peay (7-3 in the oyc, 10-
10 overall) and Murray State (7-3 
in the OVC, 12-6 overall). 
Dei;pite the implications on this 
Thursday night tilt, Sl!muels is 
hopeful his team will stay focused 
on the game in front of them. 
"I hope so," Samuels said in 
reference to his team being ready 
for tonight's game. "The empha-
sis in practice has been on one 
game and that is the Tennessee-
Martin game. We'll find out at the 
shoot around how focused they 
are." 
The Skyhawks (3-6 in the 
oX<c; ti=tl e~etallJ stHm into 
Charleston after squeezing a 61-
59 win out of Middle Tennessee 
Monday night at home. In their 
last seven contests, they have 
won three while losing four, 
including an overtime loss to 
Tennessee Tech. · 
Senior forward B.J. Nelson 
paced the Skyhawks with his 14-
point, 10-rebound performance 
See SAMUELS page 11 
KAORI HAZAMA/Stafl photographer 
Sophomore Michael Shaver (with ball) is guarded by freshman Scott 
Newman during practice Tuesday aftenwon. The Panthers ta/Ce on 
Tenneessee-Martin tonight at 7:35 p.m. in Lantz Gym. 
Women's team 
hopes to make 
Skyhawks fourth 
straight victiip. 
By DREW GRANGER 
Staff writer 
The Lady Pan.thers will return 
home to, ho'st the Lady Skyhawks 
of Tennessee-Martin at 5 p.m. 
Thursday in Lantz Gymnasium. 
Eastern goes into the gaIJJ.e 
with a 5-3 record in the Ohio val-
ley Conference, 9-7 overall. 
Tennessee-Martin brings in a 
record of 3-6 in conference play 
and 4-13 overall. 
The road has not been kind to 
the Lady Skyhawks. Tennessee-
Martin is l-31'way ftQJl'l llome. 
However, the Cady Panthers 
have been successful at home, 
going 2-1 in games held in Lantz 
Gym. 
Tennessee-Martin is coming of 
a 40-point loss to Middle 
Tennessee. The loss stretched 
their losing streak to seven 
games. Eastern is on a three-
game winning streak. 
The Lady Skyhawks are led in 
scoring by center freshman 
Zabrina Harris. 
Harris has scored 166 points. in 
Tenuessee.;M~~ 17,,~~ Jor 
an average•e>f ·10.4 ·pbints per 
game. 
Harris also leads the team in 
rebounds with 89. The assist 
leader for the Lady Skyhawks is 
junior forward Becky Crowe. 
Crowe has 39 assists in the 17 
games. 
Eastern is led in scoring by 
junior forward Barbara Garbova. 
See VICTIM page 11 
Hughes wrestles with the stars 
By CHAD MERDA 
Staff writer 
Next Monday, Panther 
wrestler Matt Hughes will be 
doing something that head 
coach Ralph McCausland has 
never before ·seen in his 14 
years as a coach at Eastern. . 
Hughes (158, 27-1) will com-
pete in the National Wrestling 
Coaches Association All-Star 
Classic at Clarion University in 
Pennsylvania. 
Hughes is only one of two 
selected in the 158 pound cate-
gory, the other being Tony 
Robie of Edinboro (Pa.) 
University. 
Both No. 1 ranked Joe 
Williams of Iowa and No. 2 
Ernest Benion of Illinois were 
invited but declined, so Hughes, 
ranked No. 3 in the nation, was 
next in line. 
The selections are made by 
the National Wrestling Coaches 
Association. 
As far as being the first 
Panther under McCausland to - ------------
be selected for the All-Star 
Classic, Hughes said it makes 
the experience more special. 
"I'm glad, because it gives 
See HUGHES page 11 
IBE MASAYUKl/Statf photographer 
No. 3 ranked Matt Hughes wrestles at practic~ on Wednesday in preparation for his appearance at the 
National Wrestling Coaches Association All-Star Classic on Feb. 3 at Clarion University in Clarion, Penn. 
Hughes will face off in two dual meets this weekend against Northern Illinois on Friday and Chicago State on 
Swuiay where he hopes to improve on his 27-1 record before appearing in the Classic. 
St 
